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Murray-to-Mayfield road
work on hold due to funding

A Brisk Walk

Staff Report
through the governor's office, saying the funded and totals
Murray Ledger & Times
project was on hold until more state $45.4 million.
FRANKFORT, Ky. — State Rep. funds are available.
"As you know. the
Melvin Henley says that he plans to keep
"Obviously, Sen.(Kent Winters and I Six-Year H gh v.ay
pressing for renewal of construction will have to keep the heat on in Frankton Plan contains $1.2
work on the Kentucky 80 corridor to see the Ky. 80 project through," billion more in statebetween Murray and Mayfield after Henley said. "From Aurora to Cadiz, the funded project activirecently being informed that the project project involves federal money as U.S. ty than the dollars are
has been put on hold.
68 is involved, thus that end may not he available to permit."
Henley. R-Murray, said this morning in as much jeopardy as the Calloway liimcock stated in the
in a release that he had been contacted by County end."
message according to
Mike Hancock. a deputy highway engiAccording to Henley. Hancock said Henle). "Therefore.
neer with the Kentucky Transportation all of the remaining project work necesCabinet, in a response to an inquiry sary to complete the Ky. 80 project
between Murray and Mayfield is state- •See Page 2A

Henley

Coursey runs for re-election
By TOM BERRY
County resident, Coursey
Staff Writer
attended Almo and North
Calloway County Clerk Calloway Elementary schools
Ray Coursey Jr. has filed for a before graduating from
fourth term in the office he Calloway County
High
School. He later earned a
has held since 1995.
Coursey, 37, of Murray, bachelor of science degree in
has filed as a Democrat. He finance from' Murray State
told the Murray Ledger & University.
Times Wednesday that he is
If re-elected, Coursey said
seeking another term because he would continue to work
it's a job that. he loves.
hard and faithfully for the
"It didn't take much people of Calloway County.
thought." he said. "I lose the
"I try to work everyday
job and the people I serve. with the goal of making the
There's no better job in the clerk's office better," he said.
world than a job you love."
"Nobody likes paying taxes.
A life-long Calloway but if you can make it as easy
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger A. Times Photo
Jean Groves walks Clifford, a pet therapy dog, this morning
near the Murray Elementary School. Members of the Pet
Therapy program of the Calloway County Humane Society
regularly visit hospitals, seniors homes and schools bringing cheer and excitement to residents and students.

Six twisters hit Ky. this week
LOUISVILLE. Ky. tAP) — Six tornadoes fueled by springlike temperatures slammed into Kentucky this week, leaving swaths of damage in a
handful of counties, the National Weather Service said.
Two tornadoes hit Adair County in south-central Kentucky on Monday.
and one twister apiece touched down in four counties — Hardin. Lincoln.
LaRue and Jefferson, the weather service said.
There were no deaths, but at least two storm-related injuries were reportIn Hardin County, officials estimated at least $2 million of damage to
tiomes and businesses, with much of the destruction on the northern outskirts of Elizabethtown. said David Underwood. the county's director of
emergency management.As many as 100 homes were damaged or destroyed
— many in a mobile home park. Three businesses were leveled, and a few.
others damaged. he said.
It is unusual to have twisters in January, though Daviess County
hammered by a tornado nearly six years to the day of Monday's storms.
"It can happen in any given month, especially when you get the weather
patterns set up like we had," Benjamin Schott, a weather service meteorolw
gist. said.

and inexpensive as
it can pos
sibly he
people
will
re member
you and
know that
you're
doing the Coursey Jr.
job they
hired you to do."
.Coursey says he want to
continue computer upgrades
at the office to provide more
efficiency and increase the
security of important infor-

101

Ray Coursey Jr.
Party: Democrat
Date of Birth: April 4,
1968
Experience: has served
three terms in office ending November 2006.
degree in finance from
Murray State University
mation. "We has e applied tar
and stand a good chance Pt
receiving a state grant that
will pay for 3 new computer
imagine and indexinc s stem.

•See Page 2A

Galloway files for circuit clerk
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
One thing Dan Galloway
has learned in his various
public service experiences is
that he wants to continue to
serve the community. He's
campaigning to be Calloway
County's
next circuit court
clerk —
an office
pledges
to bring
to a higher stanGalloway dard.
"lam
eager to serve the citizens of
Murray and Calloway County
as circuit court clerk."
Galloway said in announcing
his intention to run for the
office. "I pledge to bring a
new spirit of cooperation to

the office and do my best to
foster good working relationships with all the judges.
attorneys and all elected officials, putting aside personal
feelings and prejudices. I also
pledge to set a higher standard of service to'the citizens
of Calloway County and to
preserve and protect all
records entrusted to my care."
Galloway, a Democrat.
will run in the May primary
against at least incumbent
Calloway Circuit Court Clerk
Vicki Wilson. He made an
unsuccessful bid for the same
office in 2002, when Wilson
was first elected to a full term
after being appointed a year
earlier to fill the unexpired
term of her late mother-inlaw.
Linda Avery. who has
spent 27 years working in the
legal profession, most recently at Overbey & Adams law

firm, has filed to run as a
Republican. Candidates base
until the end of the month to
declare their candidacy, for
elected offices, but clerk
hopefuls must have„passed
statewide exam that the
Administrative Office the
Courts administered
in
December.
The circuit clerk is responsible for managing the office
that houses district and circuit
court records for all criminal
and civil matters. The clerk
also hires the deputies.
Galloway. 54, has worked
the past four years in the
Calloway County Judicial
Building as his seCurity
assignment for the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department.
which he has worked for 10
years. He is a certified lass
enforcement
professional
with about 900 hours of training administered
the

Dan Galloway
Party: Democrat
Date of Birth: May 25.
1951
Family: Wife Vicki. four
children, five grandchildren
Education:
1969
Calloway County High
School graduate attended
Murray State
University for three years
Kentucky Department of
Cnminal Justice training
Experience: 10 years
with the Calloway County
Sheriff's Office 20-plus
years with the Calloway
County Schools
Kentucky Department of
Criminal Justice Training in
Richmond.

•See Page 2A

State of the Commonwealth, budget ietcher,ithitfiel9
address to be delivered live Monday to headline Lim&
2006 Kentucky
Day Dinner Feb. 4 I
General Assembly

FRANKFORT, Ky. — GO%.
Ernie Fletcher will deliver his
State of the Commonwealth
address before a joint session of
the House and Senate on
Monday. Jan. 9 at 7/6 p.m. CT
on KET1. The speech will also
be available live online, as well
as archived following the
address, at www.ket.org/legislature.
The Governor's Budget
Address 2006 is scheduled for
Tuesday. Jan. 17 at 7/6 p.m. CT
on KET I. It too will be available
live online and in archived format.
KET also continues to bring
viewers exclusive legislative
coverage this year, both on air

111

and online. Airing Monday
through Friday on KETI at
11/10 p.m. CT. The 2006
Kentucky General Assembly in
Regular Session reports on each
day's most significant activities.
Live. full-session coverage is
available through KETs digital
services and online. KET5
broadcasts coverage of the
Kentucky
House
of
Representatives chamber session and selected committee
meetings, and KET6 does the
same for the Kentucky Senate.

Additionally, full-day live
and archived videostreamed
coverage is available at
www.ket.org/legislature.
Governor's State of the
Commonwealth Address 2006
and The Governor's Budget
Address 2006 are closed captioned for tbe deaf and hard-ofhearing.
Viewers can find out more
about programming on KETs
six digital channels by visiting
the
KET
web
site
at
www.ket.org.

rray, KY 42071
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taff Report
urray Ledger & Times
Gov. hrrins Fletcher and Congressman Ed Whitfield tici
tie this year's Lincoln Day Dinner, which is scheduled f
.4 in Murray State's('urns Crater Ballroom.
The annual event. hosted by the lack
epublicans. will also fe4ture Secretary of F
Anon Robbie Rudolph.; State Sen. Kra Wi
Me/vin Henley and Steven Rudy, and special guim t
tissell, National Reput4kim Committee member Imager:am
Tickets to the event are $25. Reservations inay be made
ng the Cal/sway County Republican Heacktuartene
565.759-1556,or 753-K865 or the Marshall County R
m 276.527.rag
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Murray troopers assigned to Post 1
On
HICKORY, Ky.
Dec.20. 2005, Class 84 and 85
graduated from the Kentucky
State Police Academy in
Frankton. Eight of the eightyeight graduates have been
assigned to the Mayfield Post
Trooper Donald Bowman,
35, is a native of Murray. Ky.
Bowman served 4 years in the
United States Air Force and was
a patrolman with the Murray
Police Department before joining the Kentucky State Police.
Trooper Bowman will is
assigned to patrol Graves
County
Trooper Thomas Clifton. 21,
is a native of Mayfield, Ky., and
a 2002 graduate of Graves
County High School. Clifton
State
Murray
attended
University, majoring in Criminal
—Justice Trooper Thomas is
assigned to patrol Ballard and
Carlisle County.
Trooper Donald Crawford,
29. is a native of Salem. Ky., and
1994 graduate of Livingston
County High School. Crawford
was a Deputy with the
Livingston County Sheriff's
Department before joining the
Kentucky State Police. Trooper
Crawford is assigned to patrol
Livingston County.
Trooper John Gabbard, 37, is
a native of Eddyville, Ky., and
State
Morehead
attended
University. Gabbard was a former Lyon County Deputy and is

Tpr. Donald Bowman
a reservist with the United State
Army. Trooper Gabbard is
assigned to patrol McCracken
County.
Trooper James Green, 25,is a
native of Murray, Ky.. and a
1998 graduate of Murray High
School. Green was a patrolman
with the Murray Police
Department before joining the
Kentucky State Police. Trooper
Green is assigned to patrol
Graves County.
Trooper Brad Haley, 39, is a
native of Murray, Ky., and a
2002 graduate of Murray State
University with a major in
Political Science. Haley is
retired from the Murray Police
Department, and is currently a
Master Sergeant with the United
States Army Reserves. Haley

Clarification
The Jason Chapman,25, listed in Wednesday's Ledger in
connection with a New Year's
Eve burglary arrest is not the
same Robert Jason Chapman,
21, of Southwest Villa. whose
parents are Al and Jane
Chapman

Forecast
Tonight will be cloudy with a
chance of sprinkles or flurries
with lows in the upper 20s.
Friday will be mostly cloudy
with highs in the upper 30s, followed by lows in the upper 20s
Friday night before rising after
midnight.

Town Crier
NOTICE
MI A meeting of the No. 3
Water District Board of
Directors has been schealled
for 9 a.m. on Friday at the
CCFR No.6 firehouse located
north of Lynn Grove on
Highway 1836 at 374
Coopertown Rd
•The Housing Authority of
of
Board
Murray
Commissioners will meet on
Tuesday at noon in the conference room of the main
office of the Authority located
at 716 Nash Dr.
• A meeting of the
County
Calloway
Leadership
eCommunity
Team has been scheduled for
9 a.m. on Jan. 19 in the Ohio
Room on the third floor at
Murray State University's
Curris Center. On the agenda
for the meeting is progress
report, plans for further action,
management of priority projects and analysis of the latest
broadband usage survey of
Calloway County.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916. '

SUBSCRIBE!

Tpr. James Green
has received several medals and
awards in the reserves, including
the Army Commendation, the
Southwest Asia Service Medal
and the National Defense
Service Medal. Trooper Haley
is assigned to patrol Graves
County.
Trooper Brett Miller, 31. is a
native of Mayfield, Ky. He is a
1994 graduate of Calloway
County High School, and
State
Murray
attended
University. Miller was a former
Deputy with the Graves County
Sheriff's Department before
joining the Kentucky State
Trooper Miller is
Police.
assigned to patrol Fulton and
Hickman Counties.
Trooper Kyle Nall, 23, is a
native of Mayfield. Ky., and a

Tpr. Brad Haley
2000 graduate of Graves County
High School. Nall is a graduate
of West Kentucky Community
and Technical College earning
an Associate of Arts Degree.
Trooper Nall was a dispatcher
with the Kentucky State Police
for 2.5 years before joining
Cadet Class 84. He will be
assigned to patrol Graves
County.
With the addition of new
units, this brings the strength at
Post One to seven supervisors.
nine detectives, thirty-seven
troopers and fifteen dispatcher's. Post One Mayfield covers
the eleven counties of Ballard,
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Hickman, Livingston, Lyon,
Marshall, McCracken and Trigg.

State plan would have high
schoolers take more math
careers. requirements in Kentucky were
academic
their
By JOE BIESK
However, some students would last changed in 1998, when the
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — be able to take a comparable number of necessary credit
High school students — starting substitute course that met cer- hours increased from 20 to 22.
Approving that pupils take
with the graduating class of tain standards.
every year they're in high
math
requiregraduation
"Our
2012 — would have to take
math every year, under a propos- ments are as rigorous and as school was "a commitment" by
al the state Board of Education challenging as anybody in the educators to Kentucky parents,
country right now," Wilhoit said. Wilhoit said.
agreed on Wednesday.
"We're preparing their chil-.
State education officials "I've looked at those, and we're
dren for success in life," Wilhoit
'on par with them."
agreed on chunks of a plan that
The math requirements were said.
would update Kentucky's high
The state board also considschool graduation requirements. part of a larger package of high
The board is scheduled to con- school graduation requirements ered other possible changes to
tinue discussing the plan and state education officials were Kentucky's high school graduation requirements Wednesday.
could vote at its next meeting in considering'Wednesday.
Students affected by the Board members agreed not to
February.
Board members also agreed change would be high school change the required number of
credits for physical education
that high school students should freshmen in 2008.
and health classes.
graduation
school
High
during
take an Algebra II course

Senate sets special election for seat
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
'
David
President
Senate
Williams has set a special eleclion date for the vacancy in
Jefferson County that was created when the Kentucky Supreme
Court ruled neither candidate
from the previous election was
eligible to serve.
The election for the vacant
37th District Senate seat in
Jefferson County is scheduled
for Feb. 14.

Coursey
From Front
which will meet the county's
recording needs," he said."The
computer system will be more
efficient and cheaper to operate.Coursey is a member of the
Glendale Road Church of
Christ.
As of this morning, no other

(1-1,' yin fakes

PoliceShenlfslogs
Murray Police Department
at 11:44 a.m
• Someone came into the station to report a theft
Tuesday.
• Toni McClaran, 43, of Mayfield, was arrested for second-degree
forgery, two counts of fraudulent use of a credit card and two
counts of identity theft.
• A burglary was reported at 313 S 13th St. at 6:54 p.m. Tuesday.
• Someone came into the station to report a theft at 9:24 a.m.
Wednesday.
• A man was reported exposing himself at Bad Bob's at 4:16 p.m.
Wednesday.
• Amanda Stanley, 18, of Murray, was arrested for theft by unlawful taking less than $300 after a shoplifting complaint was reported at 6:19 p.m. Wednesday at Wal-Mart.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• An injury accident was reported on Radio Road at 9:46 p m
Tuesday.
Marshall County Sheriff's Department
• Both occupants of a vehicle traveling on Purchase Parkway
about one mile south of Draffenville were arrested after Deputy
Tim Reynolds investigated a single-vehicle crash at 527 p.m
Tuesday. Tristian Lakeith, 21, of Mayfield, was charged with trafficking marijuana (less than 8 ounces) and Marquita Marie
Patton, 21, of Louisville, was charged with possession of marijuana. Reynolds discovered they were headed from Louisville to
Murray to deliver marijuana. A bag was found containing four individually wrapped bags of marijuana. Both were lodged in the
Marshall County Detention Center.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies

Fletcher: Administration
saves $120M in budget
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP; —
Kentucky state government will
have an extra $120 million to
work with during the next fiscal
year. through a series of internal
savings, Gov. Ernie Fletcher
announced Wednesday.
Fletcher did not elaborate on
specifically where the savings
came from. However, state officials did not cut any programs in
accruing the savings, Fletcher
said.
-These savings are the result
of elimination of duplication
and a common sense approach
to fiscal management," Fletcher
said in a statement Wednesday.
The money will be available
in the state's General Fund for
lawmakers to consider when
crafting the state's next two-year
spending plan.
-This action brings attention
to our goal to use every dollar as
wisely and efficiently as we can,
and to encourage the General
Assembly to enter this next legislative session with a sense of
moderation and restraint."
Fletcher said.
Legislative leaders say the
state faces major financial challenges in the coming year in the
Medicaid program, state pension
obligations and prisons.
The official forecast for revenue for the coming two-year
state budget produced last
month calls for a surplus

Gov. Ernie Fletcher
approaching $400 million for
the current fiscal year that ends
June 30, 2036.
That forecast was made by a
panel of economists — known
collectively as the Consensus
Forecasting Group — and is one
of the first official steps toward
production of the biennial budget that will be considered during
the General Assembly session
that starts in January.
Fletcher said the additional
announced
he
savings
Wednesday was not trimmed
from Medicaid or education programs.
Fletcher -challenged the
state's legislative and judicial
branches to hold a tight fiscal
line on behalf of taxpayers.
"We should spend their hardearned money in the same judicious and effective manner they
do at home."

The Kentucky Supreme tion declaring the election date
Court ruled last month that nei- on Wednesday.
ther Republican, Dana Seum
Stephenson nor Democrat
Virginia Woodward were eligiat Murray at a cost of $10.4 million.
ble for the seat. Stephenson From Front
III a track 0.12-mile east of Ky. 1124to 0.12could not serve because she did
to do all of the projects thah mile east of Ky. 1638 at a cost of $10.5 million.
unable
simply
are
we
not meet the state's residency
•a track 0.12-mile east of Ky. 1836 to US 641
we would like to do. The Murray to Mayfield
requirements. and Woodward route is a project that we want to see through to at Murray at a cost of $17 million.
could not serve because she did completion, given the dollars invested in the route
A connection is also planned from the new Ky
not get the most votes in their so far."
80 corridor around the south side of Mayfield. The
November 2004 election.
Hancock told Henley that the project would 3.8 miles track will extend from the Ky. 121 'Frock
Williams signed a proclama- certainly receive high consideration for funding as Route east of Mayfield to Ky. 303 and on to the
state fund become available in the months ahead, Julian Carroll Parkway. The total remaining cost
for the project is $24 million in state road funds.
according to the release.
"Again, this is a sizable investment of state dolOther local projects remaining to be funded
lars that must be carefully considered against other
include:
• a track 0.12-mile west of Ky. 1836 to 0.12- pressing needs as we put the available state fueds
candidate has filed to challenge
to use." Hancock stated in the release to Henley.
east of Ky. 299 at a cost of $7.5 million.
mile
Coursey for the position during
east of Ky. 299 to US 641
0.12-mile
track
a
•
16.
May
for
set
Primary
the May
The deadline for filing as a
candidate for any city, county,
state, or federal office in the primary election has been set for 4 From Front
campaign, meeting with many live in was strongly reaffirmed.
p.m. on Tuesday, Jan. 31 at the
longtime friends, and making All the acts of kindness and conexperience many new ones,- Galloway cern shown by family, friends
county clerk's office in the
earlier
His
Calloway County Courthouse.
includes more than 20 years said.
and people we have never met
working for Calloway County
Galloway and his wife. Vicki, were simply unbelievable,"
Schools. He also managed the live in the Shiloh community Galloway said. "1 look at the
dairy farm at Murray State from and have four children and five opportunity to serve as circuit
1974-79 and his own small farm grandchildren.
court clerk as a way in some
since 1969, when he graduated
"During an illness in the small part to repay the citizens
from Callov.ay County High summer of 2004. my belief in of this cemmunity for the gift of
School.
what a fantastic community we life they have given me."
"I am looking forward to the

•Funding ...

•Galloway ...

DIVISION OF PETTER BUSINESS SYSTEMS
Still open and ready to serve you
TO SEE OUR NEW SHOWROOM
270-753-0123
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
TO ORDER OFFICE SUPPLIES CALL 800-227-4932
OR

VISIT OUR WEB SITE
www.petter-business.com

PETTER BUSINES
Conon

COPIERS
STEELCASE COMMERCIAL DESIGN
COMPLETE OFFICE SUPPLIES
& BUSINESS PAPER

YSTEMS

A Better Way to Do Business
5110 Charter Oak Drive Paducah Ky 42001
270-443-8461 800-227-4932
www.petter-business.corn

Is Your New Year's Resolution
top Smoking?
Cooper Clayton
Smoking Cessation
Classes begin...
Tuesday, January 10 • 5:30 — 6:30 p.m.
Stuart Poston Health & Wellness Center
Please call to register: 753-3381
Sponsored by:

KCP

.44,04
64.6

Calloway County Health Cente
Murray Calloway County
Hospital
Stuart Poston Health 8.
Wellness Center

Sewing
by Steven
-e44 Nieralf6,
9e
• Drapery
• Specialty Rods
• Custom Bedding
• Upholster),
• Accessories
• Iksign Service
• Custom Blinds Available
Now Offering More Than 4(00
Fabric., Including Silks
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

270-753-6361
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Sharon in serious condition after brain surgery
JERUSALEM
AP) -- Prone
Minister Ariel Sharon fought for his life
following seven hours of emergency
surgery to stop widespread bleeding in
his brain. The massive stroke made it
unlikely that he would return to power.
Vice Premier Ehud Olmen was
named acting prime minister and convened the Cabinet for a special session.
where Sharon's large chair at the center
of the long oval table remained empty.
"This is a difficult situation that we are
not accustomed to," Olmen told the
somber ministers.
A brain scan after surgery showed
that the bleeding had been stopped, and
the 77-year-old prime minister was
transferred to the intensive care unit,
'said Dr. Shlomo Mor-Yosef, the director of Hadassah Hospital in Jerusalem.

At a midafternoon briefing. MorYosef said Sharon
was in serious but
stable condition on a
respirator in "deep
sedation." He will
remain sedated for
another 24 hours at
least,
Mor-Yosef
Sharon
said.
He denied widespread rumors that Sharon's condition
was far worse than doctors have let on
and promised to issue immediate
updates on any change.
Sharon's sudden turn for the worse,
at the height of his popularity, stunned
Israelis, who had relied on the tough exgeneral to steer them through turbulent

times. Rabbis called Israelis to flock to
synagogues and say special prayers.
The daily newspaper Yediot Ahronot
ran a headline that said: "The last battle."
Palestinians followed reports on
Sharon's condition with a mix of apprehension and glee, and some officials
said they feared the dramatic events
would derail Jan. 25 parliament elections in the West Bank and Gaza.
Despite his pullout from Gaza last year.
Sharon is still widely reviled in the
Arab world for his tough actions
against Palestinians.
Palestinian leader Mahmoud Abbas
said he is following Sharon's health crisis "with great worry," but that it would
not derail the Palestinian balloting.
"No doubt what happens to Sharon

affects Israel first, but it will not affect
our elections," Abbas said.
Close Sharon associates said they.
did not expect him to return to offib.c.
Despite his illness. Israel's elections
will be held as scheduled on March 28,
Attorney General MCOI Ma,ui said
after the Cabinet meeting. Sharon had
been expected to easily win re-election
at the head of the moderate Kaduna
Party he created to free his hands for
further peace moves vs ith the
Palestinians.
Many Israelis see Sharon — an
overweight war hero and longtime
hawk who changed tack and withdrew
from the Gaza Strip last year
as the
best hope for achieving a peace deal
with the Palestinians. His illness would
create a power vacuum in the govern-

EDITOR'S NOTE: Due to a production error, the jumps of the Murray superintedent search article by Tom Berry and the Associated
Press stot:y on the start of the General Assembly were inadvertently deleted and the beginning of the story was reprinted on page SA of
Wednesday's Ledger & Times. The entire superintendent article appeared on the Ledger Web site and is re-printed here.
The deleted portion of tWednesday's General Assembly story: is re-printed below The Ledger apologizesfor the errors.
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Members of the Murray
Independent
Schools
- Superintendent
Screening
Committee met for the first time
Tuesday night in closed session
to consider applications gathered from candidates seeking
.the position.
Although details of the
:Search will remain confidential
:until the search is completed,
-Debra Doss, assistant to acting
Superintendent Bob Rogers,
Said the district has received
eight applications. The deadline
for applications was set for Dec.
23, 2005.
•
Judy Muehleman, director of
;special education for the district
and a member of the committee,
said this morning that the committee has reduced the list of
applicants. "We have weeded it
down to four based on the crite-

ria presented to the committee
by the hoard," she said.
The committee's next step is
to investigate details listed in the
resumes of the four remaining
applicants.
Parent and committee member Mark Peebles said the board
was pleased with those who
applied for the job. Other members of the screening committee
include Murray High School
teacher Dee Bishop, Murray
High School Principal Teresa
Speed, parent Herman Felton;
Gwen Wolff, a classified
employee at Murray Head Start;
and Donnie Winchester, a member of the board of education.
The superintendent search
officially
kicked
off in
November when board attorney
Chip Adams advised the district

has haunted his office.
"We've got to put party politics aside
when it comes to moving the agenda we
need." Fletcher said in a recent interview
with The Associated Press.
Fletcher will offer his views on key
issues on Jan. 9, when he is scheduled to
make his State of the Commonwealth
address to a joint session of the House and
Senate. He will follow that on Jan. 17 with
the formal presentation of his budget.
On Tuesday, Sen. David Boswell promoted expanded gambling as a source of revenue for the state. The Owensboro Democrat
wasted no time filing legislation calling for
a constitutional amendment that would let
Kentucky voters decide whether to allow

to declare the superintendent
post officially vacant, starting a
search to permanently fill the
post previously held by Dale
Reid, now the district's director
of pupil personnel.
The job has been filled since
April by Rogers; however
Adams told the board that state
education officials would prefer
that school districts not leave the
superintendent's job in temporary hands for more than one
year and recommended that the
search for a permanent replacement begin.
Board Members were unanimous in approving the action
declaring a need to fill the post
by July I.
The search process will
include posting the job on the
Kentucky
Department
of

casino gambling.
The issue has come up in legislative sessions throughout the past decade. But casinos, whether limited to race tracks as
endorsed by the horse industry or sprinkled
around the state, have never come to a vote
in the legislature.
"I think it has a better chance today-than
ever before," Boswell said.
He said as much as $1 billion exited
Kentucky last year to neighboring states that
allow casino gambling.
"It adds insult to injury to see that kind of
money leaving our state," he said.
Harry Moberly Jr.. D-Richmond, chairman of House Appropriations and Revenue

Education Web site among others as well as newspapers and
other public venues w hile taking
applications.
All district employees Must
also be notified of the vacancy.
The screening committee is
charged with interviewing applicants and making a recommendation to the board of education.
which may agree with the committee's selection, but could
decide otherwise. Part of the
process also includes an agreement on a list of qualifications
sought from candidates that
would apply for the job and
establishment of a timeline for
the hiring process.
The next meeting of the committee is set for 7 p.m. on
Tuesday. Jan. 10, in the central
office board room.

Committee, said the state faces a tight budget.
The official forecast for revenue receipts
calls for a surplus of perhaps $350 million
this fiscal year and modest growth in the two
years of the coming budget period.
"We have a lot of increased obligations
this time, even though our revenue is up and
is looking good," Moberly said. "The
increased obligations will make the budget
tight."
Moberly said Medicaid and state retirees'
medical coverage are "tremendous" obligations.
"The increased obligations in those areas
is what will make this a tight budget."

mem and loud kadunas ixospects
Sharon vs as put in an ambulance at
11 I s (mush Wednesday evening after
complaining of feeling unwell The
sonic happened during the hourkbng
drive to lisdassah. Dr. Shmuel Shapira
told Channel 10 FV.
At Hadassah. doctors put him in a
respirator and began emergency sUr
gery about midnight (5 p m ES I
Wednesday ). Doctors said they had
stopped the bleeding during initial surgery. hut Sharon was sent hack to the
operating room because a brain scan
showed he required more treatment He
later had a second can hulore being
moved to the KU. Mor-Yosef said
Surgery apparently had been complicated by blood thinners Sharon took
following a mild stroke Dec. 18.

Hotel collapses in Mecca
MECCA, Saudi Arabia (AP)
— A hotel outside the Grand
Mosque in Islam's holiest city
collapsed today as millions of
Muslims converged for the
annual hajj pilgrimage, and AlJazeera TV said at least 23 people were killed. and 60 injured.
Rescue teams pulled bodies
from beneath the rubble of the
five-story Al Ghaza Hotel. Most
of the victims were Arabs from
Egypt. Tunisia and the United
Arab Emirates, security officials
said on condition of anonymity
because they were not allowed
to speak to the media.
The hotel, named for the district in which it is located, is
about 60 yards from the Grand
Mosque at the Bah al-Salarn. or
Gate of Peace. It is surrounded
by local markets that stay open
24 hours during the pilgrimage.
a inajor source of income in the
holy city.
The courtyard of the Grand
Mosque encloses the Kaaba, a
large
stone structure that
Muslims face during their five
daily prayers.

The Prophet Mohammed was
born in Mecca, where the Grand
Mosque is central to the Muslim
faith and the hajj.
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can start Ii nig a happier, healthier life!

If you are at least 100
pounds overweight and
tired of how obesity
controls your life, you
need to know your options.
An innovative weight-loss
surgery is now available to
help improve your health,
reduce your risk of
developing associated
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quality of life.
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Lisa after LAP-13.4A

The LAP-BAND*System is different from
other weight-loss surgeries you may ha%e
heard of. This unique treatment offers the
following benefits:
• Least invasive surgical treatment
design your sofa with our interactive catalog at www norwalkfurniture com

Lards
Horne Trends Gallery

ALL
ACCESSORIES

103 South Third Street
753-3621

1

Monday-Friday 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.-2 p.m.

• Only adjustable optionfor customized
weight loss
• Completely reversible
• Gradual, healthy and sustained weight loss

What are you %salting for?
Contact us to(W for more

Downtown Murray
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• Avoids stomach stapling and intestinal
re-routing

LU OFF
Sale ends January 10th

information on the LAP-BAND
System and start thing life again.

Free Seminar
January 10
7 p.m.
Dr. Alex Argotte
will discuss the
Lap-Band procedure.
BORDERS
COMMUNITY ROOM

Lourdes Marshall
Nemer Pavilion
Call Lourdes Weight
Wellness Center at
270-415-3888.
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Back to
School
llav mg a son and a daughter.
use years apart in age, one seventeen. the other almost twelve,
is quite a blessing. Having children in school and especially
having them return to school,
the first day
of school, on
a hot, humid
August day
or on a cold
January
morning
after an all
too short
Christmas
break, is a
Hozem;nd hard,
hard
thing.
By James
Oh, I've
Duane Bolin
Ledger & Times heard all of
those stories
Columnist
about parents
rejoicing that
their children are back in
school, out from under the
noses of privacy-seeking parents. I can't abide such nonsense. I know it's hard for the
children, but believe me, it's
hard for the father and mother
as well.
It's so hard, not wanting
summer to end, or not wanting
the holidays to end, dreading
the routine, the early morning
falling out of bed, already
exhausted before the day has
even begun, a hurried shower,
out the door with a piece of
toast or a muffin or a half a
banana, the columns of math
problems, the endless writing
assignments, the Spanish translations, the reading of numbing
textbook chapters, the geography and science for the sixth
grade daughter, the pre-calculus
, and physics for the eleventh
grade son, after school band
practice in the fall semester,
after school academic team
practice—practice. practice.

P'

practice—hurried lunches,
cramming down chicken
nuggets or pizza squares or tater
tots in a crammed cafeteria
lunchroom or in a classroom
trying at the same time to cram
in bits of Latin (amo, anus.
ainats in between the bites of
fries or tots), after school and
after whatever practice is on for
that day, a hurried supper—
hurry, hurry, hurry—before yet
another practice, or homework,
social life reduced to frantic
instant messaging with friends.
hurried entries in a web journal
defining a life by tapping it out
in nervous paragraphs for all the
world to see, then reading, and
then prayers before bed—Lord,
bless my family and friends and
help me get through the day at
school tomorrow—and then
rolling up into a cocoon of covers for a few hours of fretted
sleep, awakened all too soon by
a concerned and sympathetic
mother, knowing that the roller
coaster routine is to begin again.
school day after school day in a
long school year which in
Kentucky will touch on all four
seasons, beginning in the middle of summer, continuing
through the glorious, un-noticed
fall, the dying days of winter,
and finally the rebirth of spring
where the school routine
becomes ever more frantic, but
at least with signs of hope for a
merciful end, and at last the
promise of a new beginning.
Having children is a wonderful thing. Having children in
school and especially having
them return to school on a hot
August day or a cold January
morning is a hard, hard thing.
Oh. I know it's hard for the
children, but believe me; it's
hard for the father and mother
as well.
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The Rising Cost of Natural Gas

Kentuckians who heat their homes and
businesses with natural gas already are
aware that it will cost more to stay warm
this winter. Now many are asking why and
how natural gas became so expensive, and
what role the Kentucky Public Service
Commission(PSC) plays in regulating gas
costs.
While the effects of hurricanes Katrina
and Rita on the oil and gas facilities along
the Gulf Coast have dominated recent discussions of energy prices. the PSC has been
concerned about rising natural gas costs for
more than two years. The PSC began warning consumers in June 2003 about the rising
cost of natural gas.
Natural gas prices are higher for essentially one reason: supply has not kept up
with demand. The wholesale price of natural gas is entirely unregulated. It rises and
falls with market conditions.
Congress began deregulation of natural
gas in the late 1970s as a way to encourage
✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY more exploration and production.
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to edi- Deregulation worked as intended. As more
gas became available, consumption
tor@murrayledger.com.
increased while prices remained relatively
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have stable.
The equilibrium between supply and
address and phone number. E-mailed letters must have
demand continued, with a few exceptions,
address and phone number.
until two or three years ago. That is when
✓ Letters should be kept between 300-400 words and we began to see a fundamental change in
must be typed. Handwritten letters will not be pub- the national market.
Not only was the overall demand for natlished.
ural gas rising as our economy grew, but
V The Murray Ledger & limes reserves the right to edit the nature of that demand was changing.
or reject any letter on the basis of length, style, The use of natural gas to generate electricity was increasing, particularly in the sumspelling, grammar, libel, good taste and frequent con- mer, when
gas turbines are an efficient way
tributors to the Forum page. Letters of a "thank you" to meet short-term peak demand for elecnature that single out sponsors, businesses or individu- tricity to run air conditioners.
a result of higher natural gas usage in
als by name, except those directed toward the commu- the As
warmer months, the price of natural gas
nity as a whole, will not be accepted.
was no longer appreciably lower in the
summer than during the heating season.
That meant that utilities, which must rely

Letters to the Editor Policy

/

on gas stored during the summer to meet
winter demand, no longer could rely on less
expensive stored gas to offset the higher
price of the gas purchased during the colder
months, and thus lower costs to their customers.
From the spring of 2003 to the spring of
2005, wholesale gas prices increased about
50 percent. By the middle of August 2005,
gas prices had reached record levels for the
summer and were about twice as high as
they had been a year earlier. All indications
were that prices this winter would probably
be the highest ever.
That was before Katrina and Rita disrupted production on the Gulf Coast, a
region that produces most of the natural gas
used in Kentucky and 20 percent of our
national supply. With suppliesSurther constrained, prices skyrocketed to unprecedented levels. They have come down slightly
since September, and should continue to
decline slowly unless we experience unusually cold weather later this winter.
,But-sve are unlikely to see prices return
to the levels we saw only a few years ago.
All indications are that high natural gas
costs are likely to be with us for the foreseeable future.
While the cost of natural gas is dictated
by the market, the PSC has an important
role in overseeing how much customers are
charged.
Natural gas distribution companies are
entitled to pass along their wholesale costs
to consumers. However, they are not
allowed to earn any profit whatsoever on
their wholesale costs. The NC scrutinizes
the costs to ensure that they are reasonable,
calculated accurately and passed along to
consumers on a dollar-for-dollar basis only.
The portion of a consumer's gas bill that
is not the commodity cost of natural gas roughly 20 percent during the colder
months represents a distribution company's costs of operating and maintaining its

system, providing customer service, purchasing equipment, paying wages and benefits to its employees. This base rate is set by
NC only after an exhaustive review, and is
the only portion of the total rate that
includes a profit for the company.
A distribution company's profit margin
represents only a small fraction of a customer's heating bill. With wholesale costs
as high as they are, eliminating that profit
entirely would have a negligible effect on
the total gas rate. It is simply untrue that
these high gas bills represent a windfall for
the companies that operate local gas distribution systems in Kentucky. State regulation does not allow it.
The most effective way for consumers to
deal with high natural gas costs is to reduce
consumption. Simple steps such as turning
down the thermostat or caulking around
doors and windows can have a substantial
effect on energy use. Constmiers also
should consider signing up for a budget
billing plan. which spreads out the cost of
heating your home over a 12-month period.
For more information about coping with
high natural gas costs, go to the state government Web site. kentucky.gov. Consumers
with specific questions about their natural
gas utility may contact the NC at.800-7224636.
The high cost of energy could make this
a challenging winter for many in Kentucky.
The PSC will continue to monitor the situation closely and to provide the citizens of
the Commonwealth with information, and
to take whatever steps we can to help •
Kentuckians'deal with these difficult circumstances.
EDITOR'S NOTE: The above column
was submitted by the PSC and was written
by Mark David Goss and Teresa Hill, cochairs, and Greg Coker Kentucky Public
Service Commissioner
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Obituaries
Mrs. Thelma McCallon

low in the Highland Park Cemetery. Mayfield.
al home.
Mrs. Thelma McCallon, 90, Mayfield, died Wednesday, Jan. 4,
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
Mrs. Henry. 93.(*Wale Place. Murray. died Tuesday. Jan. 3.
2006, at 12:15 a.m. at Obion County Nursing Home, Union City, (Thursday).
2006. at 5:20 a.m. at her home.
Fenn.
Mrs. Forrester, 80, Mayfield, died Monday. Jan. 2. 2006, at 5:39
A homemaker, she was a member of Martin's Chapel Untied
A retired employee of Merit Clothing Company, Mayfield, she p.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center.
Methodist
Church and of Murray Star Chapier No. 433 Order of die
was a member of Styletnart Retirement Club and of Northside
A retired employee of Curler Clothing Company, she was a
Eastern Star.
Church of Christ, Mayfield.
member of Coldwater Church of Christ.
Her husband. Eunice Henry, died May 10, 1997. Also preceding
Her husband, Hays McCallon, and one sister, Ruby Jones Byrum,
Her husband, William (W.D.) Forrester; one brother, Charles
both preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Sam Morris: half brother, Joe Moths: and stepmother, Polly Douthitt. all her in death were two sisters, Allie Peak and Imogene Albin, and two
Jones and Mary Bell Jones.
preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Charlie brothers. Ory Edwards and William Edwards. Born Dec. II. 1912.
Survivors include one son, Gerald McCallon and wife, Wanda, Morris and Annie Mae Ross Moths.
in New Concord. she was the daughter of the late Thad Edwards and
Union City: two granddaughters, Mrs. Lucretia McCallon Lofton
Survivors include two sons, David Forrester and wife. Star, Almedie McCuiston Edwards.
and husband, Chad, and Ms. Robyn McCallon Richards, all of Murray, and Darrell Forrester, Farmington; one sister. Mrs. Reba
Survivors include three sons. Donald E. Henry Sr and wife.
Mayfield; one sister, Mrs. Frieda Jones Cox, and one brother, Huel Dick, and half brother, James Morns, both of Detroit. Mich.; four
Sheila.
and Jerry M. Henry and wife, Sandra. all of Murray. and
(Whimpy) Jones, both of Murray; seven great-grandchildren.
grandchildren: one great-grandchild.
Bobby K. Henry and wile. Judy. Sikeston, Mo., one sister, Mrs.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Carrie Pinksion, Allen Park. Mich.; one brother. Thad Edwards Jr.
Funeral Home, Mayfield. Mike Tucker will officiate.
Mrs. Flora Bell Crowe
Pallbearers will be Spenser Pruiett, Levi Pruiett, Cory Pickens,
A graveside service for Mrs. Flora Bell Crowe was Monday at and wife, Mabel, Rochester. Mich.; two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Eva
Darren Price, Danny Shankle and Kevin Jones, active; Tim Cox, noon at Blocker Cemetery. Olive Branch, Miss. Brantley Funeral Dell Henry and Mrs. Donha Hughes, both of Murray; nine grandKen Cox, Nicky Shankle, Sammy Bradshaw and Jerry Jones, hon- Home, Olive Branch, was in charge of arrangements.
children; 12 great-grandchildren.
orary: Burial will follow in the Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Cancer
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Friday.
Society.
Mrs. Ruby H. Tress
Mrs. Crowe. 88. Olive Branch, formerly of Memphis.Tenn.. died
The funeral for Mrs. Ruby H. Treas was today (Thursday) at II
Charles MOITiS Parker
Friday. Dec. 30, 2005. in Memphis.
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Dusty
[he funeral for Charles Morns Parker will be today (Thursday)
An artist and interior designer. she was the former owner of Flair
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. One Interiors and a member of Cherry Road Baptist Church. Olive Darnell and the Res. David Brasher officiated. James V. Edwards
was vocalist.
Brad Hall will officiate. Burial will follow in the New Zion Branch.
Pallbearers were Barry Cain. Darrell Cain, Bnan Cain, Steve
Her husband. Major William B. Crowe, and one son. Dr. William
Cemetery, Benton.
Treas. Max Parker and Bill Overbey. Burial was in the Murray
Lynn Crowe, both preceded her in death.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Survivors include one son, James A. Crowe. Olive Branch; three Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Parker, 75, Frank Parker Lane, Benton.
died Monday, Jan. 2, 2006, at 11:34 a.m. at sisters, Mrs. Clara Cofer, Jackson. Tenn., Mrs. Emoline Seeley, Ft.
Expressions of sympathy may he made to Kirtsey Baptist
Lauderdale, Fla.. and Mrs. Altha Price, Nashville. Tenn.; four grand- Church Cemetery Fund, do Codl Compton Jr., 3553 Kirksey Road,
Marshall County Hospital.
An Air Force veteran of the Korean conflict. children, Shelia Sullivan and husband, Raymond Kendall. Murray, Murray. Ky., 42071.
he was a retired salesman for Starks Brothers Ky., Eric Crowe. Olive Branch, and Dwayne Crowe and Gram
Mrs. Treas. 100. Kirksey Road. Kirksey. died Monday. Jan. 2,
Mobile Homes. He was a member of New Zion Crowe, both of Toronto, Canada.
21306, at 2:40 p.m. at West View Nursing Home. Murray.
Missionary Baptist Church and had been a member for more than 50
Retired from Calloway County School System, she was a memyears of Hardin-Berkley Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons.
ber of Kirksey Baptist Church. Preceding him in death was one sister. Yvonne Stark. He was the
Preceding her in death were her husband. Isaiah Treas.. one son,
son of the late Frank Parker and Lera Darnall Parker.
Jackie Treas; one grandson, Don Treas; one great-grandson. Jamie
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Pauline Floyd Parker; three
daughters, Mrs. Patricia Stockhaus and husband, Gary, Mrs. Jo Mrs. Beatrice R. Henry
Don Rutland; one sister. Lillian Green; and three brothers.
Starnes and Mrs. Sharon Barnes, all of Benton; two sons, Clayton
The funeral for Mrs. Beatrice R. Henry will be today (Thursday) Raymond. Bud and Alus Thweatt. Born March 24. 1905, in Marshall
Parker and wife, Terry, Benton. and Kerry Parker. Hardin; one sis- at 1:30 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. County. she was the daughter of the late Isom Thweatt and Minnie
ter. Mrs. Dora Jackson Lambert, Hardin; one brother. Leon Parker, Eugene Burkeen will officiate.
Rose Thweatt.
Kirksey; 10 grandchildren and two great-grandchildren, all of
Active pallbearers will be Don Henry Jr. Douglass Henry. Robert
Survivors include one daughter. Mrs. Laverne Cain and husband.
Benton.
Danielson. Andy Henry, Chris Henry, Nicky Knight. Charlie Arndt
Jack,
and daughter-in-law. Mrs. Mareile Riley Treas. all of Murray;
and Aaron Bunting. Honorary pallbearers will be her caregivers.
Betty Garland, Nancy Ingram. Frances Vance, Celisa Dasenport. one sister, Mrs. Ernestine Staples and husband. Hafford. and one
Mrs. Rachel Jean Forrester
Beverly Davison, Rhonda Derrington and Pat Erdman. Burial will brother. Headley Thweatt and wife. Merland. all of Benton: six
The funeral for Mrs. Rachel Jean Forrester will be Friday at 2 follow in the Murray ('its Cerneters Visitation is now at the tuner- grandchildren; 19 great-grandchildren: 32 great- great-grandchiI p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home. Mayfield. Burial will foldren; one great-great-great-grandchild.
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Bombings kill more than 100 Iraqis; five U.S. soldiers killed
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) Suicide bombers targeted Shiite
pilgrims in the south and police
recruits in central Iraq, and a
roadside bomb killed five U.S.
soldiers; bringing Thursday's
death toll to at least 110 people
in a series of attacks as politicians tried to form a coalition
government..
The two-day toll from insurgent attacks rose to 163, reflecting a dramatic upsurge in bloodshed following the Dec. 15 parliamentary elections. Some leading Sunni politicians accuse the
Shiite-led government of condoning fraud in the voting.
Iraq's
prime
minister
denounced the violence as an
attempt to derail the political
process at a time when progress
was being made toward including the Sunnis in a new, broadbased government and thereby
weakening the Sunni-led insurgency.
Thursday's death toll - the
largest single-day total since
Sept. 14. when 112 died, and
one of the bloodiest days in the
three-year insurgency -included the death of five American
soldiers killed by a roadside
bomb while patrolling the
Baghdad area, the U.S. military
said.

Earlier, Iraqi police Capt.
Rahim Slaho said the U.S. convoy was heading for the Shiite
holy city of Karbala when it was
attacked 15 miles south of the
city, and five soldiers were
killed.
At least 2,188 members of
the U.S. military have died since
the war began. according to an
Associated Press count.
A suicide blast near the Imam
Hussein shrine in central
Karbala, 50 miles south of
Baghdad, killed 49 people and
injured 52. Karbala police Col.
Razaq al-Taie.
In the attack's aftermath, a
woman and an infant girl in a
bright red jumpsuit lay in a pool
of blood, their faces covered by
a sheet. Television images
showed men ferrying the
wounded in pushcarts.
The bomber appeared to have
blown himself up about 30 yards
from the shrine in a busy pedestrian area surrounded by shops.
In Ramadi. a U.S. spokesman
said dozens were killed when a
suicide bomber attacked a line
of about 1.000 police recruits.
Marine Capt. Jeffrey S. Pool initially put the death toll at about
30. but Mohammed al-Ani.
doctor at Ramadi General
Hospital. later said 50 people
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were killed.
The attack took place at a
police screening center in
Ramadi, an insurgent stronghold
70 miles west of Baghdad. Pool
said recruits later got back in
line to continue the screening
process.
In other violence Thursday. a
suicide car bomb killed three
Iraqi soldiers in Baghdad. Lt.
Col. Thamir al-Gharawi said,
and gunmen killed three people
in separate incidents, police
said, raising Thursday's death
toll to 110. The Karbala bomber
detonated a vest stuffed with
about 18 pounds of explosives
and several hand grenades. alTaie said. Small steel balls that

had been packed into the suicide
vest were found at the site, as
was one unexploded grenade. he
said.
Many pilgrims travel to
Karbala on Thursdays to be at
the holy site for Friday prayers.
Mohammed Saheb said he travels there every Thursday.
"I never thought that such a
crime could happen near this
holy site," said Saheb, who sustained a head injury. -The terrorists spare no place from their
ugly deeds. This is a criminal act
against faithful pilgrims. The
terrorists are targeting the
Shiites."
Akram Saleh, a vendor. said
he lost consciousness after the
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It's Time To Stop Hurting.

tel

I've been helping your
neighbors for five yearswhy not you?

Jon Wuest

explosion.
"I was selling toys near the
shrine when I flew into the air
because of the explosion." he
said from a hospital bed, where
he was being treated for burns
and bruises.
Karbala'. \ CM.,r Vice! 31-

Khazraji. blamed -taktiris and
Saddamists" for the Karbala
attack. The takfin ideology is
followed by extremist Sunni
Muslims bent on killing anyone
they consider an infidel, even
fellow Muslims.

CASTLEMAN TIRE
6 REPAIR, INC.
11110 State it. 121 So., Mayfield • 247-5166
Monday • friday • 7:00 a.w.-5:00

TIRES
'MICHELIN 'GOODYEAR 'YOKOHAMA 'MOHAWK

GREAT SERVICE
•Alignment
•Brakes
•Shocks
•Struts
•Used Tires

'Oil, Lube & Filter
•Transmission Flush
•Coolant Flush
•Belts, Hoses
•AC Service
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00 1

Doctor of Chiropractic
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"Going to church more but
enjoying it less?"
Are you tired of games and gimmicks?
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Let's Face it There are other things you'd rather spend your
money on - a new sports car, a trip to the Bahamas But this
is something you buy for them And For your own peace of
mind
Shelter's Whole life Insurance Policies For the ones
you love.

committed to worshipping
revealed by the Holy Spirit.
hips on the same day and
hurch did.

Jack Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray. KY 42071
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First Place orientation
will be held on Sunday
The winter session of First
PI,wc. a Christ-centered health
program with an emphasis on
weight loss, will begin with
orientation on Sunday at 4:30
p.m. at Grace Baptist Church,
617 South Ninth St., Murray.
The orientation will acquaint
interested persons with the First
Place program and provide an
opportunity for them to enrol!.
Attendance at Orientation is a
prerequisite for enrolling in the
program. Alumni members of
First Place who have not preenrolled must attend this orientation meeting.
"In our fast-paced world,
poor eating habits, lack of exercise and the stresses of life
can keep us from .being all
that God meant for us to be,"
said Martha Norsworthy, coordinator."Through a sensible eating plan. daily Bible study and
prayer, scripture memory, exercise and small-group accountability, you can enjoy a balanced, productive life in which
Christ is in first place."
First Place is where Bible
study meets weight-loss; where
spiritual food. is as important
as literal food. It is designed

to bring balance and fitness
into a person's life It is for
those who want to lose a lot
of weight or just a few pounds.
The program consists of
weekly Bible Studies, daily
scripture memory and commitments to prayer, exercise and
proper nutrition. The food plan
is based on the food pyramid.
According to reports from
past participants in First Place,
weight loss is not the only
benefit of First Place. They have
reported success in controlling
cholesterol, blood pressure and
blood sugar levels.
The program promotes a
"Live-It" that is developing life
long habits of a balanced food
plan. exercise and positive spiritual and emotional habits.
Group meetings will begin
the week following orientation.
Group leaders and class schedules will be announced at orientation.
The cost is $105 for new
participants which includes
Member Kit and Bible Study
materials. Alumni members will
pay $35.
For more information contact Nor's:worthy at 753-5400.

Richardson is graduate
of Southwestern Seminary
FORT WORTH. Texas
Russell Jay .Richardson earned
a .master of divinity degree
from Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary in Fort Worth
at the 210th commencement
ceremony'held at Travis Avenue
Baptist Church.
Upon graduation. Richardson
will serve as associate pastor
of families and students at First
Baptist Church. Easton, Md.

Richardson graduated from
Castle Park High School in 1991
and Middle Tennessee State in
2002.
His wife is Michelle Lynne
Richardson. He is the son of
Charles Richardson of Brandon, Fla., and Patricia Richardson of Murray, Ky.
During the commencement
ceremony, 286 graduate earned
degrees.

Ninetieth Birthday Celebration
for Farley will be Sunday

Engagement

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

urday will be small Teddy
Bears that will be distributed
to the children in the work of
CASA (court appointed special
advocate). Also CASA will be
collecting cell phones.
Aluminum cans will be collected for the WATCH Center
to be used in a fund-raising

Jesus is the Reason
for the Season!

CCHS Diamond Club to meet

Calloway County High School Diamond Club will meet Saturday at 11 a.m. in the meeting room of Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce. All parents of 2006 CCHS
Baseball players re encouraged to attend.

MHS Diamond Club to meet

Murray High School Diamond Club will meet Sunday at 2
p.m. in the high school cafeteria. Discussion items include
game scheduling, spring break travel arrangement sand fundraising activities. Parents of those intending to participate in
spring baseball are encouraged to attend.

McMullen and Leet
Drs. Dan and Sandy Langer of Akron, Ohio, announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Lorraine Audrey McMullen, to Matthew Clinton Leet, son of Don
and Martha Leet of Murray. The bride-elect is also the daughter of the late Todd McMullen of Nicholasville, Ky.
Miss McMullen is the granddaughter of Russ and Sue Willan
of Seville, Ohio, and Alan and Lois McMullen of North Canton, Ohio.
• Mr. Leet is the grandson of the late 1.C. and Trucille Kemp
of Murray and of the late George and Grace Leet of Owensboro.
The bride-elect is a 2005 graduate of Murray State University and a member of Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority. She earned
a bachelor's degree in psychology and plans to begin graduate
school at Kent State University this summer.
The groom-elect is a 2005 graduate of Murray State University and a member of Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity. He earned
a bachelor's degree in finance and is employed by Evergreen
Homes in Akron, Ohio.
The wedding will be Saturday, Jan. 28, 2006, at 7 p.m. at
the Murray Woman's Club House, Murray.

Mother to Mother Group to meet

Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding morns.
is scheduled to meet Friday at 10:30 a.m. at Calloway Public
Library. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes. Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For more
information call Tiffany Bougher .at 436-5657.

MHS plans football banquet

The Quarterback Club of Murray High School will sponsor
the annual football banquet to honor the 2005 Tiger Football
Team and Coach Lee Edwards' inaugural season as head coach
on Sunday. Jan. 15, at 1 p.m. in the ballroom of Murray State
University Curris Center. The players, managers, cheerleaders
and coaches will be special guests. All other persons who wish
to attend may purchase a ticket at a cost of $15 per person
by contacting Terri Benton at 759-525 before Jan. 9.

Blood drives scheduled

effort of the center. Cans may box, bundle or tag the paper:
also be left in the cotton wagon and to separate newspapers
back of the center at 702 Main because they will go in a sepirate truck.
St., day or night.
Big Brothers/Big Sisters will
Eye glasses will be received
by the members of the Mur- be collecting ink cartridges.
Also collected will be tin
ray Lions Club in its ongoing
cans, plastic and glass.
eyesight work.
For more information conUsed motor oil will be collected by Taylor Bus for heat- tact Bill Wells at 759-9592.
ing.
Paper of all kinds will be
taken. Persons are asked to

Contestants wanted
STOKEW1DE for America Pageant
SALE!
NOW THKU ?

Xeev Lift Ckisfran Zookiare
5th & Main St.• Murray • 753-1622
\Ion. - Fri. 9:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.• Sat. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m

You've only got 30 minutes to work out.

Don't waste it at the wrong club.

*Are the machines designed just for you? Curves' entire circuit was created for women. It fits your body and is easy to
use. Plus, the machines automatically adjust to your workout
level.
*Make sure it's fun and fast. Our members tell us that they
started coming to Curves because they 'should' but they keep
coming because they want to.

LEBANON, Ohio — The
Kentucky Beauties of America Pageant is seeking contestants to compete in the 2006
state pageant to be held April
29 at the Clarion Hotel and
suites in Blue Ash (Cincinnati
area). Ohio.
In the pageant women corn:
pete only with other women
in their own age decade.
Five state queens will be chosen: Kentucky's Teen, Kentucky's 20s, Kentucky 30s, Kentucky's 40s and Kentucky 50s
and Up.
Contestants may be single,
married, divorced or widowed.
Delegates will be judged in
the areas of interview, fitness.

Cuive3
The power to amaze yourself.•

759-3400
602 N. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
575-3800
1.420 Park Ayenue
PatiticA, KY 42001
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Ear, Nose & Throat
of Murray
Phillip Mapper, M.D.

The youth of Russell Chapel United Methodist Church will
have a rebate day at Captain D's today. Customers are asked
to tell the cashier they are there for the youth group.

Project Graduation will meet

Project Graduation for Calloway County High School senior class will meet today at 5:30 p.m. in the media center. All
parents. guardians and interested persons are invited.

4-H events today

Calloway County 4-H Council will meet at 4 p.m. and Calloway County 4-H Teen Club at 5 p.m. today, both at the
Extension office.

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer glaucoma screenings and blood pressure and pulse checks
today from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. at Save-a-Lot, Murray; on Friday from 8 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. at Wal-Mart,
Murray.

Glory Bound will be tonight

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will have a
special fundraiser for the opening night tonight at its new location in the new Goshen Family Fellowship Center. 4726 Ky.
Hwy. 121 North at Stella. A chili supper will be served starting at 6 p.m. Donations of $6 per person and $10 per couple requested. Featured groups will be Canaanland Quartet.
The Peacemakers, Hallelujah Singers, Smith Family, the Messengers and For Heaven's Sake. The public is invited and there
is no charge. Items for Need Line will be taken. For information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643 or Renee Taylor at 7531824.

Murray AA gives schedule
Murray Alcoholics Anonymous regular meetings at 615-1
South 12th St. in the Southside Shopping Center behind Regions
Branch Bank are as follows: Monday. closed, non-smoking 6
p.m. and open. 8 p.m.: Tuesday. AA closed, non-smoking, 8
p.m.; Wednesday. closed, non-smoking. at 11 a.m.. Women's
closed non-smoking, 6 p.m. and Big Book Study meeting.
closed smoking, 8 p.m.: Thursday - 8 p.m. open smoking: Friday, New Corners meeting open at 8 p.m.; Saturday - open.
non-smoking 10 a.m. and speaker meeting open smoking, 8
p.m.: Sunday, closed, non-smoking 4 p.m. For information call
Mitch at 753-9320 or Jeannie at 753-6197.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray. next to St. John's
Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-4472004.

CCM for Appointment OM 759-4811
Suite MAL",limovisaaAar

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE!
MURRAY
CE
APPLIAN
'WeSevi o
&ands'

Russell Chapel plans promotion

Narcotics Anonymous will meet

- Hearing Aids - No Referrals Required 300 South Rth

Join no.

evening gown and photogenic.
State queens will each
receive a prize package that
includes a state crown and
sash. $100 cash, entry fee paid
to the national Beauties of
American Pageant, gift certificates for apparel and beauty
services and more.
The '2006 national pageant
will be held in August in Myrtle Beach, S.C.
For more information contact Jennifer White, director,
at P.O. Box 278 Lebanon, OH
45036; phone 1-513-218-5074:
or Jennifer@beautiesofamerica.com; or www.kentuckybeautiesofamerica.com.

kaiak;

The Blood Bank at Murray-Calloway County Hospital is
conducting a blood drive open to the public. This will be
today between the hours of 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the blood
bank. Rputine appointments to give blood may be made between
the hours of 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., Monday through Friday. For
information call 762-1119.

Health Express lists stops

Accepting New Patients

When you're ready, call Curves and discover
what over 4 million women already know:

There's only one Curves.
The othersjust try to be.

Community Singing set

A Community Gospel Singing will be Saturday at 6 p.m. at Lynn Grove United Methodist Church. This
is an open night for all singers and listeners. A potluck meal
will follow the singing. For information call Georgia Keel at
435-4487.

Make A Difference Day will be Saturday at stadium
The 59th Make A Difference Day. sponsored by the
resource centers of Murray and
Callim ay County. Will be held
Saturday from 9.a.m. to I p.m.
at the parking lot of Murray
State University Stewart Sta.hum.
A special collection on Sat-

A reception in celebration of the 90th
birthday of Bob Farley of Murray will be
Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m. at the Center
for Health & Wellness, 716 Poplar St..
Murray.
Farley is retired from the United States
Air Force. He and his wife, Thelma, had
been married for 69 years until her death.
He is a member of First Baptist Church.
Murray. and of Murray Lodge No. 105 of
Free and Accepted Masons.
His nieces are hosting the event for Farley.

'

212 East Main St.•753-1546
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Eastern Kentucky 'Country Boys' documented on KET
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LEXINGTON,
Ky.
—
Filmmaker David Sutherland
The Farmer's Wife) presents a
moving portrait of the trials and
triumphs of Chris Johnson and
Cody Perkins, two teenaged
boys coming of age in Floyd
County. The three-part Frontline
series "Country Boys" airs
Monday and Tuesday at 9/8 p.m.
C1' and Wednesday at 8/7 p.m.
CT on KET I.
Immediately
following
"Country Boys," KET presents
Country
Boys
Continued
Wednesday at 10/9 p.m. CT on
K FT I 'This live call-in program

offers Kentuckians an opportunity to express their reactions to
the documentary and discuss
ways they can make a difference
in the lives of at-risk youth in
the state.
In the first part of "County
Boys," Chris Johnson and Cody
Perkins begin attending an alternative high school for troubled
teens in David. Through his
home life, his band,•his faith in
God and his relationship with
his girlfriend, Jessica, Cody
finds a sense of belonging. For
Chris the struggle to find his
/
sense of purpose proves more
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Schools across the state are
beginning to offer more than
textbooks to teach lessons about
Kentucky's history. Many have
formed clubs and societies
where students can learn about
their heritage.
Some schools, such as A.D.
Owens Elementary School in
Newport. embrace the state's
Bluegrass tradition, forming.
music clubs that play traditional
mountain instruments like the
plucked dulcimer.
Others set
up Junior
Historical Society chapters
through the Kentucky Historical
Society. Students • in Scott
High's
County
Historical
Society have taken on an oral
history project and will spend
several months this year interviewing residents about topics
such as agriculture and politics.
"The more people have a
sense of identity as Kentuckians.
the more they are willing to
invest in their communities and
advance our society," said Alice
Rogers, director of public relations and marketing for the
Kentucky Historical Society.
At Owens Elementary, stu-

LEXINGTON, Ky. — As KET's popular series Kentucky Life
enters its 12th season, the program hosted by Dave Shuffett has
been assigned a new time-beginning Saturday at 8/7 p.m. CT
(and Sunday at 4:30/3:30 p.m. Cl'on KET I ).
In the first program, Shuffett travels to the Buffalo Crossing
Ranch in Shelby County where an extremely rare event has
occurred - the birth of a white buffalo calf. Such a birth is important to the Lacota Indian tribe, who consider it a sign from the
White Buffalo Woman spirit that a time of unity approaches.
During a ceremony held by L.acotas, the calf i named "Medicine
Heart."
Next, he stops by Prater's Fort in Salyersville. where the
Magoffm County Historical Society has created a village of 15
original log cabins. StatTed by re-enactors, including members of
the Magoffin Muzzleloaders, they give visitors an idea of what
life was like in the hills of Eastern Kentucky in the 18th and 19th
centuries. The village was the dream of society member Todd
Preston, who wanted to offer Magoffin County visitors a tourist
attraction.
Finally, Shuffett heads to the opposite end of the state, to
Calloway County. where Tammy Cothran demonstrates how her
flock undergoes a shaggy transformation. Cothran not only raises and shears her own Shetland sheep. she also spins their wool
and makes it into beautiful garments and other products - a progression from animal to finished goods that is quite rare in
modem society.
Kentucky Life is a KET production, produced by Joy Flynn.
Segment producers for this program are Dave Shuffett and
Valerie Trimble. The program is closed-captioned for the deaf
and hard-of-hearing. Viewers can find out more about programming on KETs six digital channels by visiting the KET Web site
at www.ket.org.

together. He tells his pastor he's
thinking of becoming a preacher Chris' teachers cons ince him
to study for has(ED and sc-cure
a free apartment tor him so he
can concentrate on Isis studies
When he passes his GED. he'
learns he still graduate ss ith his
class. Cody. to his surpnse, is
chosen valedictorian of the
class. Chris decides to apply to a
local college. but, this new hope
is soon followed by more setbacks.
Viewers can find out more
about programming on KET by
sisiting stststkei org
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Eleven-year-old Cody Hall, right, along with other fourth
and fifth grade students at A.D. Owen Elementary listen to
teacher Kristen Kramer in Newport. Ky.. as they learn how
to play the dulcimer.
dents who belong to the afterschool Dulcimer Club meet each
Thursday to pluck dulcimers
and sing old Appalachian songs
such as "Boil Them Cabbage
"Sourwood
Down"
and

Mountain
"1 just really like it. said
Cody Hall. one of more than 20
students in the club.
Cody's mother. Angie Hall,
said she likes the connection her

son is forging with his heritage.
Her father's family comes from
Estill County. and at a faintly
reunion there last year. Cody
spent the day playing his great
uncle's dulcimers.
Music
teacher
Kristen
Kramer said many students at
Owens Elementary can trace
their
relatis es
back
to
Appalachia. Kramer started the
club at the school last year after
receiving 25 dulcimers from the
Hills of Kentucky Dulcimer
Club.
She said she had about 10
students in the beginning. but by
this schdol year that number had
doubled.
Another student, 10-year-old
Kelsi Heckler, said joining thi.
club gas e her the chance to learn
something new. "We get to play
with other kids, and I think this
instrument is really pretty."
Kramer said the club is more
than a lesson in music IA
Kentucky heritage. "It ended up
to he this great ads enture."
Kramer said. "It's turned out to
be a really, really beneficial
thing for the kids, and a sery
exciting thing."
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her illegal prescription drugs.
On the verge of being expelled.
he is forced to face a harsh reality: quit his job or abandon all
hope for an education.
In part three Wednesday. Chris
and Cod) enter their senior year.
Their lives and hopes for the
future take dramatically differem directions. Chris has moved
out of his lather's home
Burdened with expenses, he
drops out of school entirely.
Cody, meanwhile, continues to
do well in his studies. He and
Jessica are talking about marriage and plan to attend college

Dulcimer clubs teach Kentucky history

Calloway's Cothran, sheep
featured on Kentucky Life
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difficult. He is torn between hii moment of triumph. his mother
devotion to his family and his moves otit, leaving Chris behind
desire to get an education and with his alcoholic father. Cody.
escape poverty. Chris bank to meanwhile, is grappling with the
succeed plays out dramatically complicated reality of his
in his attempt to start a school extended family. Though he
newspaper. On the eve of pub- lives with his former step-grandlishing his first edition, a family mother, Liz, he's still legally in
emergency intervenes, and he the custody of his aunt.
abandons the project. As the
Bristling under his father's
school year ends. Chris fails all control. Chris takes a job at Taco
his classes.
Bell. where his work hours
In pan twoTuesday, the boys quickly escalate. Running on too
work to start a school choir. few hours of sleep, he watches
Organizing the choir is Chris' his grades plummet. He pursues
idea, and its success boosts his a relationship with a new girl in
self-confidence; but at his school and is accused of giving
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Miners trusted training, safety equipment in tragedy
By VICKI SMITH
.Associated Press Wnter
TALLMANSVILLE, W.Va.
— The miners relied on
t their training and trusted their
safety equipment. But it wasn't
enough.
Trapped by heavy smoke that
•
•
blocked their escape routes,
most of the 13 miners caught in
;:an explosion did just as they
were trained, retreating deeper
;:into the mine and hanging a cur::tain-like barrier to keep out toxic
gases while they waited for rescue, officials said Wednesday.
Their efforts may have
'bought them some time. But all
...except one were found dead
more than a day and half after
- the blast.
: The miners' families learned
'of the 12 deaths during a torturous night in which they were
mistakenly told at first that 12 of
the men were alive. It took three
• hours before the families were
told the truth, and their joy
turned instantly to fury, with one
man lunging at coal company
officials.
It was the nation's deadliest
coal mining accident in more
tan four years.
The sole survivor, 26-yearold Randal McCloy, lay in critical condition with a collapsed
lung, dehydration and other serious problems but no sign of carbon monoxide poisoning after
being trapped for more than 42
hours, a doctor said. McCloy
was the youngest miner in the
group.
Ben Hatfield, chief executive
of mine owner International
Coal Group Inc., said that the
company did the best it could
under extreme stress and
exhaustion, and that officials
"sincerely regret" the families
were left to believe for so long
that their loved ones were alive.
In the process of being cautious, we allowed the jubilation
to go on longer than it should
have," a choked-up Hatfield
said.
He said the initial mistake
, resulted from a misconununicalion among the rescue crews.
Another ICG executive, vice
president Gene Kitts, suggested
the misunderstanding resulted
:because the rescuers who
.
.reached
•
the victims were wear•
' ing full-face oxygen masks and
::Used radios to report their find▪ ings to then- base.
The last of the 12 bodies
...were taken out of the mine at
• midmorning.

AP

A candlelight memorial service for the 12 miners who died in a mine explosion at the
Sago Mine in Tallmansville, W.Va., is held at the Sago Baptist Church Wednesday
evening.
One of the dead was discovered several hundred feet from
where the others had barricaded
themselves in the maze-like
mine, officials said. Hatfield
said the miner, found near a belt
used to move coal to the surface,
was apparently killed by the
force of the blast.
The other men were apparently deeper into the mine at the
time and survived the blast. But
the mine company would not
say exactly how they died or
how long they survived, citing
family privacy.
"They felt the percussion and
heard the noise," Hatfield said.
"We believe they probably
encountered heavy smoke and
the ventilation system was
obstructed. They then did what
skilled miners do."
McCloy and the 11 others
were found at the deepest point
of the mine, about 2 1/2 miles
from the entrance, behind a
fibrous plastic cloth stretched
across an area about 20 feet
wide to keep out deadly carbon
monoxide gas, Hatfield said.
Such curtains, called battices,
are used in mines to direct air
flow, and miners are trained to
use them in an emergency.
Each of the miners in the barricaded area also had a breathing
apparatus that purifies the air
and had been able to use it,
according to mine officials.
Late Wednesday, about 200

people gathered outside the
Sago Baptist Church near the
mine for a vigil to remember the
lost miners, singing hymns and
holding candles to the sky. One
by one, people at the service
spoke about the victims. Many
were friends, fellow coal miners
or rescuers who spent several
days at the mine.
The outlook for the men
appeared bleak on Tuesday
morning, when rescuers found
deadly levels of carbon monoxide — a byproduct of combustion — in the mine, and got no
response when they banged on a
steel pipe.
Hatfield refused to say
whether the miners wrote notes
to their families.
ICG's Kitts said the rescuers

Miners retreated
deep into mountain

realized McCloy was alive when
they heard his moans. Kitts said
McCloy may have been the farthest away from the bad air.
Doctors said McCloy's youth
may also have helped him survive; most of the other miners
were in their 50s.
McCloy was in intensive care
at West Virginia University's
Ruby Memorial Hospital in
Morgantown, undergoing dialysis because of damage to his kidneys from dehydration. Dr.
Lawrence Roberts said McCloy
squeezed his wife's hand on
Wednesday and was communicating with other movements.
At one point, Roberts said
McCloy's blood pressure, heart
rate and other laboratory tests
were relatively normal, but he
Area
being
mined
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Bodies and
Blast
survivor found
site

The coal miners trapped in the
explosion on Monday survived
the blast, then retreated deeper
into the mine and hung up a
curtain-like kw*to keep out
toxic gaseS
Buckhannon

said Wednesday evening that politicians proclaimed the resMcCloy was experiencing prob- cue a miracle before the real
lems related to oxygen depriva- story came out.
tion that affected his heart, liver,
Hatfield said about 45 num
kidneys and perhaps his brain.
utes after the mine rescue com"We are doing everything we mand center received word that
possibly can,‘" Roberts told 12 miners were alive, the comCNN's "Larry King Live."
pany realized it may have gotten
The miners had been trapped it wrong. But families were not
260 feet down since Monday told of the mistake until three
morning in the Sago Mine, hours later, in part, Hatfield said.,
about 100 miles northeast of because officials wanted to
Charleston. As rescue workers make sure all of their informatried to reach the men, families tion was right.
waited at the Sago Baptist
Chaos broke out in the
Church during a grueling vigil.
church and a fight started. Police
The mine has one shaft with were called in for fear of viotwo shafts extending off to the lence.
left, forming a giant backward
A fund to provide financial
"F." One of the dead was found support to the miners' families
near the second left turn in the has been established by ICG
mine; the others were found at with an initial contribution of $2
the far end of the shaft formed million, company Chairman
by the top of the backward "F." Wilbur L. Ross announced
Federal and state authorities Wednesday.
said they would investigate the
"No amount of money can
cause of the blast. But coal mine take the place of a loved one,"
explosions are typically caused he said in a prepared statement.
by buildups of naturally occur- "but the families do have finanring methane gas or highly com- cial needs as well."
bustible coal dust in the air.
The explosion Was West
David Dye, who heads the Virginia's deadliest coal mining
Mine Safety and Health accident since 1968, when 78
Administration, said the investi- men — including Manchin's
gation will include "how emeruncle — died in an explosion at
gency information was relayed a mine in Marion County, an
about the trapped miners' condi- hour's drive from here. That distions."
aster prompted Congress to pass
The devastating information
the Mine Health and Safety Act
about the dead shocked and of 1969.
angered family members, who
It was the nation's worst coal
had rejoiced with Gov. Joe mining disaster since a pair of
Manchin hours earlier when explosions tore through a mine
word spread that 12 miners were in Brookwood,Ala., on Sept. 23,
alive. Church bells pealed and 2001, killing 13.

For 24-Hour
Wrecker Service

Entrance

SOURCES The Herald Otspatch International Coal Group Inc.

Now located at Melvin's Tire
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Start your New Year off right, with big savings from Charter! Take advantage of this great offer and
get over a hundred channels of Charter Digitaln" TV and get more done online with blazing-fast
Charter High-Speedn" Internet. Right now, you can get both and save up to $2001
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MURRAY STATE vs. TENNESSEE STATE — 7:30 p.m., RSEC

Lineups highlight OVC matchup
MSU,TSU to try out different starters in tonight's battle
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
The combatants in tonight's
key Ohio Valley Conference
matchup — Murray State and
Tennessee State — have both
tinkered with their starting lineups more than once this season.
However, the reason for
those changes is another story
entirely. One (Murray State) is
doing it to gain an edge, while
the other (Tennessee State) is
doing so out of necessity.
After watching his squad
blow a second-half lead against
Southern Illinois last week,
!vISU head coach Mick Cronin
unveiled a new starting lineup

against Rice that he believes
will help the Racers (6-4, 3-1
OVC)keep their defensive edge
while also beefing up their
offensive production.
The new-look lineup, which
sparked Murray to an 83-65 rout
of the Owls last Friday, is directed by junior Trey Pearson at the
point. Taking over the twoguard spot is Darnell Hopkins.
The frontcoun includes center
Pearson Griffith and forwards
Shawn Witherspoon and Justin
Orr, leaving leading scorer
Issian Redding to a reserve role
off the bench.
The lineup change helped
Pearson break out of a protract-

ed shooting slump, as the South
Fulton, Tenn., native buried all
five of his shot attempts for 14
points versus Rice. Hopkins,
who has been a reserve for most
of his MSU career, tossed in II
points on 5-of-9 shooting.
Senior Keith Jenifer, who had
been the Racers' primary starter
at the point, joins freshman
shooting guard Tyler Holloway
as a reserve. MSU also has
viable backup options in the
frontcourt, giving Cronin a
desirable two-deep rotation at
each position
Cronin, who prefers to allow
matchups to dictate his lineup
from game to game, claims the

new rotation gives the Racers
some much-needed flexibility.
"We're going to try to win
with defense, and we're going to
try to not let you run your
offense. We want to do everything we can to get after you and
take you out of your comfort
zone," Cronin said. "We've got
the bodies to do it, and we have
to keep guys fresh to keep them
playing at the pace we want to
play at both ends.
"We're still searching for our
best lineup, but what I'm concerned with is what our best
lineup is at the end of the game."
By contrast, the changes at
•See RACERS Page 28

HIGH SCHOOL SWIMMING PREVIEW I CALLOWAY COUNTY/MURRAY HIGH

SCOTT NANNEWLedger & Tenet
Junior Trey Pearson worked at point guard during the
Racers' win over Rice last Friday, when he went 5-for-5
from the field for 14 points to break an extended shooting
slump.

TEXAS 41, USC 38

Young helps Texas dethrone
Trojans in Rose Bowl to win
first national title since 1970
PASADENA. Calif. tAP) —
Finally. Texas' lone star shined
brighter than all the glitter and
glamour Southern California
could muster.
Vince Young. hack in the
Rose Bowl and at his best, lifted Heist-flan Trophy. which Trojans
the Longhorns to a 41-38 Rose quarterback Matt Leinan won
Bowl victory over top-ranked the year before.
By running and passing his
Southern California with his 9yard touchdown run on fourth way through another spectacular
Rose Bowl performance. the
down with 19 seconds left.
The victory brought the Longhorns quarterback finally
Longhorns their first outright relegated the Heisman twins to
national championship since supporting roles.
This was, without a doubt.
1969.
Young came to California Young's show: He ran for 200
hoping to prove he was the best yards and passed for another
player in the country after his 267 in a game that surpassed his
bitter disappointment at finish- 372-vard. five touchdown effort
ing second to USC running back
Reggie Bush this year for the •See TEXAS Page 28

* For more on
the Rose Bowl,
see page 2B

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times
Pat Wathen, left, includes both Calloway and Murray high school swimmers in his Murray Youth Swim Team practices at Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Center for Health and Wellness. At his right is CCHS' coach Keni
Simmons. She and her MHS counterpart, Richard Dowdy, not pictured, take care of the swimmer's schedule and
transportation.

Ready ... Set ... Swim
Lakers, Tigers take to the pool for another season
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
riendly competition betters both
sides.
That's what 18 swimmers from
Calloway County and Murray
high schools have learned as they practice
together but compete for their respective
schools. Still, they find themselves cheering for each other at meets. ,
"At first, I didn't know what to expect,
but it helps. While we are rivals, we push
each other harder," said Murray High
sophomore Caitlin Williams, who typically swims 50-meter freestyle and 100-meter
butterfly events. "At meets, we cheer each
other one. It's like an extra addition to our
team."

F

Louisville vs. Villanova
Dstir Today
Nat 6 p.m
ME Freedom Hall.
Louisville. Ky
recent
fades
Louisville leads 53.
Last aessliar Louisville 68 Villanova
64, March 17, 1996
Cesicham Jay Wright (85-54, fifth sea,son. 207-139. 12th season overall).
Villanova: Rick Pihno (108-36. Nth
season, 460-160, 20th season overall),
Louisville
Rails/Worthies: ESPN2 with Gan
Shulman play-by-play, Dick Vitale analyst: Dons Burke sideline reporter.
Villanova/ISP Radio Network/560 AM:
WHAS (840 AM) with Paul Rogers
play-by-play and Bob VaNano, analyst
Preis.* startles Nem=
Itillenses(114): F-Michael Peeples. 4 6
pug. 50 rpg, 0-Kyle Lowry, 10.0 ppg.
4 1 rpg. G-Randy Foya, 20.3 ppg, 5.8
rpg. 0-Mike Nardi, 12,7 ppg, 2.0 rpg.
6-Allen Ray, 20.4 ppg. 36 rpg.
(11-1): F-Terrencs WIlliems.
.7.6 peg. 4.5 rpg, F-Juan Peledos, 10.7
ppg. 68 rpg: C-David Padgett 11.4
ppg. 6 5 reg. G-Taquen Dean, 18.7
.ppg. 6.4 pg. Garandon Jenkins, 11.9
ppQ, 3.4 rpg

At a recent Christmas break practice,
Meets usually involve at least 15 teams.
Williams, who started swimming as an but a local meet for four teams is being
eighth grader, and Calloway County junior planned for later this winter at MurrayKayla Simmons paced each other. Earlier, Calloway County Hospital's Center for
they helped each other put on their caps Health and Wellness, which is where MHS
and then urged each other on during train- and CCHS practice. A larger January meet
ing laps.
is being scheduled at Murray State's
"It does help because it pushes us and Student Recreation and Wellness Center.
makes us go faster," said Simmons, who 'The teams also will compete at Bowling
usually swims 100-meter butterfly and Green on Jan. 7 and Paducah on Jan. 23.
backstroke events.
Ken Simmons, a sneer& education
The swimmers are in the middle of the teacher at North Elementary, the Lakers
competitive high school season, which first-year coach. Joining her daughter on
started Oct. 1 and ends with regional com- the team are sixth-grader Kaleigh Rogers,
petition in early February. Calloway and seventh-grader Robbie Canning, freshman
Murray have both had swim teams for sev- Dylan Fry and senior Traci Rose.
eral years, but this is the first year the two
Also in his first year, Richard Dowdy, a
local schools have trained together.
•See SWIM Page 28

AP

Quarterback Vince Young celebrates after Texas beat
Southern California 41-38 in the Rose Bowl on
Wednesday in Pasadena, Calif.

Pitino opens Big East with a biggie
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Even the only way he felt the Friars could comnow. almost 20 years later. Rick Pitino pete.
still can't believe it.
"We were looking for something,"
How did tiny Providence College, Pitino said. "I knew John (Thompson)
with their ambitious young coach and and Rollie (Massimino) and Lou
roster full of players to this day Pitino (Carnesecca) would be against the 3lovingly calls "bad," slay the mighty point shot. 1 felt we could take 15
dragons at Georgetown, Villanova and St. attempts per game and be a Top Five 3John's?
point shooting team."
"There was no rhyme or reason for
It was a brand of play current
what happened," Pitino said. "I believe a Villanova head coach Jay Wright. then an
lot of things. but I don't believe that assistant under Massimino with the
Wildcats, said caught the rest of the conteam."
The Friars made it to the Final Four in ference off-guard.
1987 by winning the way you weren't
"I think it changed the game," Wright
supposed to win in the Big East in those said. "I think he was way ahead of his
days, by pressing. trapping and shooting time. He caught the country by surprise
behind the newly adopted'3-point line.
the year he went to the Final Four. I think
In the era of Patrick Ewing and even after years he had all that success
Derrick Coleman and games that some- going to the Final Four. I think that it still'
times resembled wrestling matches, took all of us a long time to catch up."
Pitino's wide-open, let-it-fly style was
The lessons Pitino learned at

Providence helped him win a national
championship at Kentucky in 1996 and
rebuild Louisville when he arrived in
2001.
On Thursday night, Pitino will return
to the conference where he first made his
name when the ninth-ranked Cardinals
(11-1) host No. 3 Villanova (9-0) at
Freedom Hall. The Cardinals joined the
Big East this season along with
Marquette, Cincinnati and South Florida.
While Pitino only stayed at
Providence two years. the legacy he built
carries on to this day. The Villanova team
Pitino faces tonight plays the way his
Friars played hack then — trapping and
shooting their way into the nation's elite.
The Big East is no longer the conference Pitino left. a league shout which
Wright jokes, "It wasn't a matter of calling fouls, it was a matter of whether you
could step in to break up a tight"

The league is more wide-open. both
on the floor and on the map, The Big East
has morphed from a nine-team league
played strictly in the northeast to a 16.
team superconference spread from Rhode
Island to Wisconsin with styles as varied
as the coaches who lead them.
Pitino calls the mid-1980. "a magical
time" for the Big Fast. The magic is hack.,
he said, just a little different than before.
While the conference has lost some of its
regional intimacy thanks to expansion,
the quality of basketball has never been
higher
"Bigger doesn't alwaxs mean better.
but 1 think in this regard it does." Nino
said "It's like stepping up. and you've
got Gehrig and Ruth and Mantle and
Mans, and dies keep coming in "
ifs anyone's guess
INtirto's inctudet, — on how his team will read to the
ptrssure.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National Basketball Association
AN Unite CST
EASTON CONFERENCE
Allasac Don
W
L Pct GB
17 12 586
New Jersey
—
16 16.500 2 1/2
Meadelphis
Boston
13 18 419
5
Toronto
10 22 313 81/2
New York
8 21 276
9
Southeast Division
W
L Pct GB
fAiam[
19 14 576
—
12 17 414
Orlando
5
Washington
5
12 17 414
Chadotte
10 22 313 8 1/2
10
Atlanta
7 22 241
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Detroit
—
25 4 862
19 10 655
Cleveland
6
17 12 586
Milwaukee
8
16 13 552
Indiana
9
Chicago
12 19 387
14

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Soullvivest Division
W
L Pct GB
—
San Antonio
25 7 781
23 9.719
Dallas
2
Memphis
4
20 10 667
14 17.45210 1/
New Orleans
2
Houston
11 18379121/2
Northwest Division
W
L Pct GB
15 1451?
Minnesota
Utah
16 16.500
1,2
16 17.485
Denver
1
14 17.452
Seattle
2
10 22.313 6 1/2
Portland
Pacific Division
W
L Pct GB
20 11.645
Phoenix
—
17 12.586
L.A Clippers
2
17 15.531 31/2
Golden State
L.A Lakers
15 16 484
5
12 18 400 7 1/2
Sacramento

Friday's Games
Houston at Toronto, 6 p m
Atlanta at Boston. 6 30 p.m.
Orlando at New Jersey, 6:30 p.m.
Washington at New York, 630 pro
Utah at Memphis, 7 p.m.
Seattle at Detroit, 7 p.m.
Minnesota at San Antonio, 7 p.m.
Portland vs New Orleans at Oklahoma
City. 7 p m
Chicago at Milwaukee, 7:30 p.m.
Dallas at Denver. 8 p m
L A Clippers at Sacramento, 9 p.m.
Miami at Phoenix, 930 p m.
Philadelphia at L A. Lakers, 9:30 p.m.

Wednesday's Games
Toronto 121, 0#-fano° 97
Bostttin 109. Charlotte 106
New Orleans 107 Miami 92
Cleveland 91. Milwaukee 84
Minnesota 91. Dallas 78
Seattle 101, Chicago 97
San Antonio 106 Portland 75
Denver 106. Indiana 86
Phoenix 106, Philadelphia 85
Thursday's Games
Houston at Cleveland. 7 p m
Indiana at Golden State, 9 30 p m

II Racers ...
strong, and we have not played
Tennessee State have not against two big guys like that
this year. It's going to be a major
been by design.
challenge."
The Tigers (3-6, 2-1) were
The Racers will counter with
left scrambling late last month
the
6-10 Griffith, who leads the
when starting guard Bruce Price
— TSU's leading scorer at 19.3 league in blocked shots (33)
points per game — was lost for while recently becoming a force
the season after tearing his ante- on the offensive end of the floor.
rior cruciate ligament in one Griffith will take on Turner in
knee during a loss at Ohio State. what will be perhaps the most
The loss of Price has caused intriguing and pivotal matchup
third-year TSU head coach Cy of today's 7:30 p.m. contest.
"I like that matchup a whole
Alexander to look to his post
lot
better than the one with
players to fill the void. And the
Tigers have developed a strong Matthews," Cronin insisted.
inside tandem in center Larry "Griffith's got size and strength,
Turner and forward Clarence and so does Turner. You've got
Matthews despite breaking a the two most natural true big
recent four-game losing streak, men in the conference playing
which ended with Monday's 76- against each other. It will proba49 rout of lowly Morehead bly be a stand-off.
"The problem for us comes at
State.
Turner, a transfer from the four spot. where Matthews is
Oklahoma, is averaging 6.4 ppg. playing because he's a big,
and 7.2 rebounds per outing, strong guy when he catches it in
while the 6-foot-7, 250-pound the post."
Price's injury has created
Matthews is tallying 12.3 ppg.
some
depth issues for the Tigers,
and an OVC-best 8.7 rpg.
"Obviously, they are more of who will call on Reiley Ervin to
an interior-oriented team offen- fill the void at the point. That's
sively with Bruce going down." something Cronin and the
noted Cronin. "I think they may Racers hope to exploit.
"Ervin has to play well for
have the best two big men in our
explained.
league on the same team — them," Cronin
Larry Turner may be defensive- "Obviously, we want to wear
ly. and Clarence Matthews may him down and make it as hard
be offensively. They're big and on him as possible to have a
good game.

From Page 1B

PASADENA, Calif.(AP)
For all the critics who poked fun
at Mack Brown by calling him
"Coach February," it's time to
show a bit more respect.
him
Calling
"National
Champion" will do just fine.
After years of frustration and
near-misses with teams from
Tulane to North Carolina to
Texas, the Longhorns coach
finally shed the reputation of a
coach who can't win the big
one.
With a thrilling 41-38 Rose
Bowl victory Wednesday night
over No. I Southern California
on the legs and right arm of
quarterback Vince Young, the
54-year-old Brown won his first
national championship and
Texas' first outright title since
1969.
"It's not about me," Brosiki
said. "That's why it didn't bother me then, and that's why I'm
not mad at them now. They'll
just be quiet for a while. They'll
be writing and saying different
things."
For years, Brown has played
runner-up to the likes of Florida
State's Bobby Bowden and
Oklahoma's Bob Stoops. At
North Carolina, he built the Tar
Heels into an Atlantic Coast
Conference power, but couldn't
get past FSU.
At Texas, Brown built a reputation as a master recruiter in
February but couldn't beat
Stoops' Sooners and therefore
couldn't win the Big 12. He
finally beat Oklahoma this season after five straight losses and
won his first career conference
championship.
The win even elevated
'Brown near the status of Texas
icon Darrell Royal, the 81-yearold patriarch of the program
who won national titles in 1963
and '69 and shared a third in
1970.
One of the first things Brown
wanted to do after the game was

to
w
, csrl-

-
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TEXAS
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AP

Texas head coach Mack Brown, center, does the hook'em horns sign with the coaching
staff after they beat Southern California 41-38 in the Rose Bowl Wednesday In
Pasadena, Calif.
call Royal, an ardent Brown
supporter who watched the
game from a stadium luxury
box.
"He's wanted us to win for a
long time," Brown said.
Brown's national championship game matched him
against a Trojans team that drew
comparisons with the best in
history. He beat Pete Carroll, the
USC coach whose hip and freewheeling West Coast style captivated college football and made
Brown's folksy approach look
dull.
For a month, Brown's second-ranked team heard the
praise heaped on USC and quietly notched it away in their
memory.
"We didn't get no respect
from none of the media." Young
said.While Young was the

Longhorns' dynamic leader on
the field all season, Texas won
the national title with a team
built to repeat in 2006 if the
quarterback returns for his senior season. Fourteen starters
return next season, including
most of an offense that averaged
51 points in 2005.
"I think he's one of the great
players ever to play college
football," Brown said. "If he
comes back next year, which we
think he will, he'll have a great
shot to win the Heisman."
Brown's leap from Big 12
runner-up to national title
hinged on his relationship with
Young, who was the top-high
school recruit in the country
when he signed with Texas in
7002.
Brown and the kid from the
tough streets of Houston's

•Texas ...
From Page 1B

Young broke through the left
against Michigan here last side of the line and pitched the
year, and became the first player ball to tailback Selvin Young,
in NCAA history to rush for who slipped through three ta4,„
1,000 yards and pass for 2,500 ierittl get into the end zone The
quarterback was being tackled
in a season.
Before the game, Young went when he tossed it, and television
through his usual routine, listen- replays showed his knee was
ing to music on his iPod while down before the ball left his
tossing passes to his receivers hands. Game officials did not
and hamming it up with thou- review the play.
By the second quarter. he was
sands of Texas fans who came to
still dancing on the field,. panthe game early.
By kickoff, he was reaching tomiming riding down the field
for what he calls his "Jordan on a horse during a timeout.
On one play. Young slipped
Mode" — the zone where he
feels he can make any play at through the tackle of blitzing
any time. It worked to perfection USC safety Brandon Ting for a
on Texas' first touchdown when short pass, then turned and
Young snuck one past the USC shook ling's hand as if to say
defense and the replay officials. "I'll be here all night."

DOUBLEHEADER
THURSDAY - JAN. 5
MSU WOMEN
vs.
TENNESSEE STATE
5:15 P.M.

004:4

MSU MEN
vs.
TENNESSEE STATE
7:30 P.M.

•
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FOR TICKET INFORMATION PLEASE
CALL THE ATHLETIC BOX OFFICE
AT (270) 762-4895 OR
TICKETMASTER AT (270) 753-64661

LOG ON

•The Murray High School Quarterback Club will sponsor its annual
football banquet to honor the 2005 Tigers and head coach Lee Edwards
on his inaugural season. The banquet will be held on Sunday, Jan. 1E'
at 1 p.m.fl.A9 QUOIS Carter Ballroom dn the Murray State Universit,

CamP/IONIITIIRKII4YeittatiMiltiLMItradeaders and coacheawill
be special guests for the event. All other persons wishing to attend may
purchase a ticket at a cost of $15 per person. To purchase a ticket. contact Tern Benton at 759-1525 before Jan 9.
II The Murray High School Diamond Club will meet Sunday, Jan 8
at 2 p.m. in the school's catetena. Discussion items include game
scheduling, spring break travel arrangements and fund-raising activities. Parents of student-athletes intending to participate in spnng baseball are encouraged to attend.

•Swim ...

a9ccifbocurrx

t

Fourth Ward bonded like the
coach had rarely done with his
players.
The coach was smart enough
to resist the urge to bench Young
after a shutout loss to Oklahoma
in 2004. Instead, he pushed
Young to improve as a thrower
while also learning to trust his
instincts as a runner.
It was the perfect combination against USC when Young
ran for 200 yards and three
touchdowns and passed for 267
yards. By the end of the game.
the Trojans were helpless to stop
Young from scrambling 8 yards
for the final touchdown with 19
seconds left.
"Coach Brown is a phenomc
nal guy," Young said. "To see
my guys happy, with the coaches and the fans, that's why I love
playing football."

SportsBriefs
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From Page 1B
special education teacher at
Murray High. Manages the 13
Tiger swimmers — eight. girls
and five boys. In addition to
Williams, the other swimmers
are
sixth-graders
Jesus
Siqueiros, Emmy
Basiak,
Lauren Erickson and Victoria
Verburg: freshmen Nathan
Watson. Josh Owen. Lyne
Basiak, Anne Ferguson, Alyssa
Erickson
and
Shaelea
McKinney: sophomore Josh
Hill: and senior Charles
Costello.
Not only are they training
with their rival friends from
Murray, but their practices are
held with Murray Youth Swim
Team. which Pat Wathen coaches. Wathen is the skills coach for
both high schools as well. That
means Simmons and Dowdy
handle outside-the-pool things
like scheduling, transportation
and morale while Wathen teaches swimming technique and runs
practices.
Dowdy understands the
importance of endurance training because in that regard swimming is similar to cross country,
which he coaches along with
track at MHS. He relies on
Wathen for teaching the four
strokes, which each have their
own races and are used in relay
events.
"Pat is really knowledgeable
of the strokes especially, and the
training they need," Dowdy
said.
The effort seems to be paying
off.
"We've got a few kids who
are contenders to go to state,"
Dowdy said. "We've never had
anyone go to state, so that would
be good this year."
Going to state means the
swimmers are one of the two top
swimmers in the state's five
regions or one of the next eight
fastest times. Swimmers qualify
as individuals, but earn points
for their schools' teams.
Dowdy called the local

region "the toughest in the statebecause
like
schools
Hopkinsville. Madisonville and
Bowling Green have strong programs complemented . by inschool swimming as part of the
physical education courses.
"Once you get out of this
area, it is a bigger sport than you
think in western Kentucky,"
Dowdy.
So much of the local focus is
improving on an individual
basis.
"Traci and Kayla both have
dropped times and they are the
leaders of the team," Simmons
said of the only two CCHS
swimmers who have high school
experience. "They expect more
because they've been swimming
longer."
In past years, the Lakers have
had more people swimming.
They had 12 last year. but lost
several to graduation. Likewise.
Murray graduated seven swimmers — three girls and four
boys. Practicing with the MYST
is a strategy Simmons hopes to
use to build the Calloway team.
"We plan to build. 1 want to
build," Simmons said. "Having
less this year has helped me get
things in order for next year."

TV, radio
TODAY
GOLF
6 p.m.
ESPN — PGA Tour Mercedes
Championships first round at
Kapalua. Hawaii
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN2
VIllanova at Louisville
8 p.m.
ESPN2 — Michigan Si at Illinois
9:30 p.m.
FSN — UCLA at Anzona
10 p.m.
ESPN2
BTU at Air Force
NBA BASKETBALL
7 p.m.
TNT — Houston at Cieveland
9:30 p.m.
TNT — Indiana at Goiden State
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10 years ago
,,
Published is a picture of Patsy
1
• Whitest11, pnncipal at Ent Elementary School, escorting students
„ to their buses on Jan. 4. This was
U'hiteselts birthday and she
: received many good wishes from
: the students, teachers and staff.
: The photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Murray State University Racers won 81-58 over Ashland, Ohio,
: University in a basketball game.
: Marcus Brown hit for 20 points
; for Murray.
.
Births reported include a boy
to William D. and Cynthia McCubbin. Dec. 6; a girl to Paul and
Diann Olson, a boy to Terry and
. Charlene Knight and a boy to
:. Dlifton and Denita Griuggs, Dec.
29; a boy to Pamela and Joseph
- Garrett, Dec. 31.
20 years ago
Members of Murray City Council were sworn in by Circuit Judge
•• James M. Lassiter. They were Bill
Cherry, Charles Walston, Mike Outland, Keith Hays, Steve Sammons,
John Ed Scott, Howard Koenen,
E.B. Howton, Chuck Foster, Ruby
Hale, L.D. Miller and Dr. C.C.
Lowry. Outgoing members were
Loyd Arnold and Ed Chrisman.
Published is a picture of Mayor
Holmes Ellis presenting a key to
the city of Murray to Circuit Judge
James M. Lassiter who retired on
Jan. 3.
i
Births reported include a girl
to Marsha and Douglas Noel, Dec.
21; a girl to Harry and Cynthia
HanJjakusumah, Dec. 25: a boy
to Vicki and Kari Thomas. Jan.
2.
30 years ago
Dr. Bill Whitaker. 32. since
1969 pastor of First Baptist Church,
Sturgis. was installed as pastor of
First Baptist Church, Murray, Jan.

4. He is the 22nd puke in the
I29-year history of the church.
Mel Purcell, appearing for the
sixth time in the Sup, Bowl Tennis Invitational at New Orleans.
La., was defeated in the championship of 16-year-old singles division. Purcell fell 6-4 and 6-3 to
Cary Stansbury of Toledo, Ohio.
40 years ago
The first baby of 1966 in Calloway County arrived on Jan. 4
at the Murray Hospital. It was a
boy, weighing 10 pounds I ounce.
His parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Wayne Ford of Dexter.
Celebrating 62nd wedding
anniversaries on Jan. 7 will be
Mr. and Mrs. Gardie Lassiter and
Dr. and Mrs. H.H. Ray.
Nancy Story, seaman apprentice machine accountant of the
United States Navy, is now stationed at Naval Air Base, Norfolk, Va. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Randolph Story of
Murray.
50 years ago
New staff members for the
City of Murray are Charles Grogan, clerk, and Mrs. Grogan. assistant clerk; Nat Ryan Hughes. attorney; Paul Buchanan. superintendent of streets, park and cemetery:
Rob Huie, superintendent of water
and sewer systems; 011is Wan-en,
chief of police, O.D. Warren, Norman Lovins, Leo Alexander, James
Witherspoon. Rob H. Lamb, W.B.
Parker, James Parker and J.M.
Weeks, police officers; Winifred
Allison, fire chief, Logan Bland,
assistant fire chief, Roy Lassiter,
Cecil Outland, Paul Lee, Robert
McDermott, Wildie Davis and Milford Hicks, firemen.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Burton Holsapple.

TodaylnIllstory
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Jan. 5, the
fifth day of 2006. There are 360
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 5, 1896. the Austrian
newspaper Wiener Presse reported the discovery by German physicist Wilhelm Roentgen of a type
of radiation that came to be known
as X-rays.
On this date:
In 1589, Catherine de Medici
El A ES V El

of France died at age 69.
In 1781, a British naval expedition led by Benedict Arnold
burned Richmond, Va.
In 1925, Nellie T. Ross succeeded her late husband as governor of Wyoming. becoming the
first female governor in U.S. history.
In 1933, the 30th president of
the United States, Calvin Coolidge,
died in Northampton. Mass., at
age 60.
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Gay son wanting to adopt is
puzzled by parents' opposition

Can 'white coat' syndrome
lead to overmedication?

DEAR ABBY: I am a 43- as I navigate this difficult time.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My moth- to mention the numerous salt
year-old gay male who has -- TAKEN ABACK IN GEORGIA
always wanted to be a father
DEAR TAKEN ABACK: er as 146 years old. She is in excel- effects of medications).
DEAR READER.: 1 wholeLast night I informed my par- Your mother could still believe lent health The only medication
ents about my decision to adopt the homophobic and mistaken she (Aces Is 12 5 milligrams of heartedly agree with you MM.
HCTZ per authorities have recently
a boy who is 7.
notion that a gay man adopting
day for iso- ed what you and I have knows::
My par- a boy means he will molest the
lated systolic In some patients. the office blood
ents reacted child. That would explain her
hypertension
pressure is significantly higher
as if I'd extreme negative reaction to
consider than it Is during home readings.
I
this
walked in your good news.
quite
I suggest that you dpi-es'. your
remarkable in valid concerns to your mother's .
My advice is to talk frankly
and
told
this age of physician and indicate your w
them that I with both of your parents and
gross over- ingness to try a reasonable midhad
mur- make sure they understand that
medication
dle ground Monitor het home
dered some- according to an article pubShe silt - blood pressure three or lour times
one.
My lished by the American
f ers
from it week Keep a diary that includes
mother said Academy of Pediatrics back in
Dr. Gott -white coal- the blood presaure, date and time
she
was
dis"Most
1994,
child
abuse
syndrome. 1 of day. 1 believe this information
Dear Abby
gusted and appears to be committed by sitam
her will confirm your belie that your
By
became uational child abusers who presBy Abigail
Dr. Peter Gott patient advo- mother's blood pressure Is prealmost phys- ent themselves as HETEROcateandl tisctably lower at home than it is
Van Buren
ically
ill. SEXUALS." (The italics are have trained her to take and record in the doctor's office, and conMy father was less dramatic but mine.) Also, "Children raised in her in-horne blood pressure read- tinuation ot her current treatment
ings penodically. We take these Is sensible
no less displeased.
gay or lesbian households do
It. on. the other hand, the blood
I have no past history that not show any greater incidence readings with us to any and all
doctor appointments to avoid over pressure ranges consistently highwould cause them to react this of homosexuality or gender medication
by physicians who base er than 130-140/80-40 at home, I
way. nor do I have any criminal identity issues than other chil- their analysis solely on in-office am incorrect and a
change in medpast (or present) that would dren."
blood pressure readings and/or ication for Ii.)SAge I Is ads P.:abk.
cause them to react so veheFurther, according to the physicians who have strict 120/80 because some elderly people tend
mently against adoption. I don't American
Psychological mindsets without regard to the to have a slow rise in their blood
understand what their problem Association. "there is no evi- patient's age and current physical pressure, and that nsa: can he dangerous unless treated. Atenolot a
is.
dence to suggest that lesbians or condition.
Unfortunately, her health plan beta-blocker, is certainly a reaI know they worry that the gay men are unfit to be parents
child will come with familial or that psychosocial develop- does not do ambulators blood sonable next step.
I advise patients who change
baggage and I'll be expected to ment among children of gay pressure Monitoring. Last month,
her at-rest, in-office blood presto
support others -- or that any men and lesbians is compro- sure reading was 158/58. This physicians to make an effort
develop trust and comfort with
inheritance I receive will go mised in any respect relevant to week, her in-office blood pres- the new &NAM This includes open
"outside the family." However. that among offspring of hetero- sure reading was 162/66. As a communication and a tree exchange
my blood family ends with me, sexual parents. ... Indeed, the result, her new physician (we have of ideas. For his or her pan. the
whether or not I adopt.
evidence to date suggests that recently moved to a new area
doctor should avoid being ()seri,
My parents are considerably home environments provided prescribed continuing the 12.5 mil- rigid in a health plan and moat
older. Is 'there something I am by gay and lesbian parents are ligrams of HCTZ per day. and. try to adapt so that the
not aware of from the World as likely as those provided by in addition. 25 milligrams of doctor/patient relationship becomes
War 11 era that would cause my heterosexual parents to SUP- atenolol per day. I questioned this one of give and take_
because this drug is not systolic
For example. if I were you,
folks to be so opposed to adop- PORT and ENABLE children's specific. If this drug
lowers the I'd step hack from the J curve
tion? I'd appreciate some advice psychosocial growth." (Italics systolic, it will also lower the issue. (The „II curse refers to sciare mine.)
diastolic. More importantly, I am entific findings that link heart
Not knowing your parents. I very concerned about the 1-curve attacks to both high and low blood
don't know the basis of their in the elderly in whom lowering pressure.) Let the doctor give you
In 1949, in his State of the beliefs. However, it might be the diastolic has been shown to the benefits of his or her educaUnion address, President Truman helpful if you were to contact P- increase the incidence Of stroke i not tion and training
labeled his administration the Fair FLAG and get their literature to
Deal.
share with your parents. You
In 1970. Joseph A. Yablonski, can contact P-FLAG by going
an unsuccessful candidate for the to www.pflag.org or writing to
presidency of the United Mine
NW.,
M
Street
East dealer
carding a spade, and returned a
Workers of America. was found 1726
Both sides sulnerable
trump to the king ansi ace There was
murdered with his wife and daugh- Washington, D.C. 20036.
NORTH
nothing the decoders could now do
Please don't put it off. While
ter at their Clarksville. Pa.. home.
•J
to defeat the contract. and South MSUMWA President Anthony Boyle it's not impossible to teach an
410 7 6 3
II!, took the rest ol the tricks
and three others were convicted old dog new tricks, it can take
•A K 8 5
At the seemed table. Last-West
time to broaden the horizons of
of the killings.
•A 86
found a tar better method of defense
WEST
people whose minds have been
EAST
Here. Fast alertly overtook the king•K7
•AQ6432 of-spades lead with the ace and
closed for half a century or
V92
•A
shifted to the singleton ten of diamore. My advice is to start
•9 7 4 3
•10
mond,.
ASAP. I wish you luck.
4KJ10953 , 4Q742
South could not recover from this
SOUTH
blow lie won the diamond in
985
•10
dummy and led a loss trump to the
DEAR ABBY: When my
•K Q J 8 5 4
jack After taking his ace. West
father and I are in his car and
•
Q
6
2
returned a diamond tllf EALSI ruti.
he's taking me somewhere, he
4
and the contract went down one
tries to scare me by touching my
The bidding
Not a difficult defense, you may
knee and saying."Boor I have
South West
East
North say, but the fact Is that most raisers
Pass
Pass
I•
I•
in East's shoes could not bring themtold him I don't like it and asked
IC
4'
Pass
selves to play the ace of spades on
Pass
him not to do it anymore. but he 4C
Pass
Pass
partner's king at trick one the
5
keeps on doing it. He thinks it's Opening lead - king of spades
thought might not even occur io
funny, but I don't. Am 1 overrethem, which is one of the reasons
This deal occurred in a team-of why good defense is generally
acting'? -- UNCOMFORTABLE
four championship. At both tables regarded as the hardest part of the
IN MONMOUTH,ILL,
South got to five hearts, and at both game
DEAR
UNCOMFORT- tables West led
the king of spades
Of course. West could have dialed
ABLE: No, you are not. Your Bat at one table the contract was to a diamond at trick two at the first
( rrs A Goo TifiNG I D'Ofr?
father's behavior is inapproprimade, while at the other it went table and then led a second diamond
NAVE ANYnVING 1-14AT HAD ,r
) ate and a little sadistic. He down one
later to defeat the contract Neverthe15E SIGNED FOR
At the first table. West's king of less, East must bear the main responshouldn't be touching you in a
spades held the first trick, and West sibility for West's failure to find this
way that you have asked him
then shifted to the jack of clubs defense He should not have allowed
riot to. Tell your mother that he's
Declarer won with dummy's ace. dis- WestdleoPPocuallt to go orla
making you uncomfortable, and
Toiaerree: Bidding quiz
if that doesn't end it, tell a trustcross Kos IF°Kum Sved.st In,
ed teacher or counselor at
school.
•
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1 Numeral
6 Childhood
malady

11 Tall flowers
13 Ancient scrolls
14 Juneau's st
15 Hi-tech scan
16 PC button

17 At home
18 Bottle edge
20 PC screen
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43 Do perfectly
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46 Sent via phone
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A TRUE OR FALSE
TEST? YES, MA'AM

//

DO YOU MIND IF MY
DOG TAKES THE TEST,
TOO? YOU KNOW,JUST
FOR THE FUN OF IT

LL GIVE HIM
SOMETHING TO DO

HOW DO YOU
MAKE 7'5"
AND 'F'S'?

El

to the Seine
27 Steps
to the Ganges
29 Cotiontaa
31 Breed of cat
33 Fleur-de- 34 Positive
37 Form droplets
40 Lions' quarry
41 Corn Belt St
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48 Med plan
49 Concerning

50 Dowel
51 Beret cousin
53 Letter
addendum
54 Surfing mecca
56 Food basic
58 Winter vehicles
59 Wagers
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22 Anti mean
23 Minor setback
25 Maple syrup
source
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 'Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
060

010
Least
Notice

Legal
MOM

USW
Notice

WEST KENTUCKY RURAL TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE
CORPORATION INC. is the recipient of Federal financial assistance from the Rural Utilities Services, an agency of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, and is subject to the provisions of
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, Section 504
of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, the Age
Discrimination Act of 1975, as amended and the rules and regulations of the U.S. Department of Agriculture which provide that
no person in the United States on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, religion, age, or disability shall be excluded from
participation in, admission or access to, denied the benefits of, or
otherwise be subjected to discrimination under any of this organization's programs or activities.
The person responsible for coordinating this organization's
nondiscrimination compliance efforts is Trevor R. Bonnstetter,
C.E.O. Any individual, or specific class of individuals, who feels
that this organization has subjected them to discrimination may
obtain further information about the statures and regulations
listed above from and/or file a writteromplaint with this organization; or write the USDA,Dire0 7
,.4 Office of Civil Rights, Room
326-W, Whitten Building, 1400 Independence Avenue, SW,
Washington, DC 20250-9410 or call (202) 720-5964 (voice or
TDD 1. USDA is an equal opportunity provider and employer.
Complaints must be filed within 180 days after the alleged discrimination. Confidentiality will be maintained to the extent
possible.

PUBLIC SALE
Neon Beach Mini Storage
812 Whitnell Ave.
Sat., Jan. 7th •8 a.m.
Units to be sold are A17, B70,C42,
E5, E43,& CC6, due to
non-payment.
050
Lost and Found

Lost and Found

LOST:
Family member/pet Chocolate
Lab. Was wearing red collar. Gone
since approx. Dec. 12. If seen or
found, please call 293-3361 or
293-8157. Reward for dog. .
Notts
CALOTREN 20% off
Lose weight now
Stimulant tree products
available from your
local distributor. Call
Stacey 759-9953 or
293-2157
TIRED of Turkey so
are we Call about daily
specials @ Sandra's
D's 293-3816
TOBACCO land and
barn for rent 489-2116
050

Lost and Found
FOUND change purse
at MCCH Call to identify 753-5300
JUST give us a call.
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916
LOST on Whrtnell Ave.'
Miniature
Black/tan
Pinscher
named
Sassy. Reward
753-6923
LOST White gold earring, oval hoop twist
design Reward
759-1012

ARBOR
Place
o
Clinton is now hiring
LPNs Sign on bonus
available We are also
hinng CNAs all shifts
Apply in person at
106 Padgett Drive,
Clinton. KY 42031
Or call (270)653-5558
and ask to speak to
Cheryl Gilbert RN for
details EOE
CHILDCARE center
looking for full time/part
time hard working individuals to help shape
the minds of children
ages birth to 12 years
old. Must be flexible
Apply 109 S 15th St .
Murray.

Hiring cook and
host/hostess. App(
in person Mon.-Fri.
at 616 N. 12th
Street, Murray.
No phone calls.

ACCEPTING applications at Rudy's. 104 S
5th St No phone calls,
please,

PAINTING contractor is
recruiting expenenced
professional journeymen painters Must
have 4-years professional painting experience Position includes
benefit plan including
Health. Retirement &
paid vacations To
apply call 753-6895 &
leave voice message.
No walk in applicants
accepted. This company is an equal opportu
nity employer

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Hotel Apply in
person after 6 OOPM

wanted.
SERVERS
Apply in person at J
Edwards. 1901 N 12th
St., Murray

BARTENDERS wanted Apply in person a
J Edwards. 1901 N
12th St Murray.

060
Help Wanted
INSIDE
Support
Specialist
Pella
Window and Door is in
need of entry level
Support
nside
Specialist
Position
involves
product
demonstrations, technical assistance for
walk in customers.
preparing customers
tor outside sales team
contact and general
office duties. Individual
must be energetic, an
excellent communicator, well organized, and
have strong computer
skills Please fax cover
letter and resume to:
336-346-3864.
LOCAL
Insurance
office has an opening
for an entry-level staff
position. It you are
pleasant and personable, career-minded,
ambitious a self-starter
with good work habits.
please send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-A
Murray, KY 42071
OTR DRIVERS NEEDED
COMPETITIVE
WAGES AND BENEFITS
PACKAGE
HOME WEEKENDS
MUST HAVE CLASS A
CDL WITH MINIMUM 2
YEARS OTR EXPERIENCE CLEAN MVR
(800)468-6087
POSTAL JOBS
$1567 to $21 98/hr
now hiring For application and free government lob info. call
American Association
of Labor 1-913-5998042,
24
hours
Employment service
RANDY Thornton Co.
Inc , established in
1937. seeking Service
Technicians Minimum
3 years expenence in
commercial restaurant
HVAC & refrigeration
and residential HVAC
Tools required
Excellent salary,
benefits and retirement
package Send
resumes to 802
Chestnut St . Murray.
KY 42071
SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month, manager
trainees $3000 month
Company will train Call
M-F 9am- 1pm only
1-800-578-8799

Call us we will be
glad to help.

060
*Sp Wanted

Help Wanted

NOTICE

STATEMENT OF NONDISCRIMINATION

TRIGG COUNTY HOSPITAL
FULL-TIME/EXEMPT
JOB OPENING
CHIEF NURSING OFFICER
(CNO)

The City of Murray has the following job opportunity:
POSITION:

CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE

Overview of Duties: Collects utility payments from customers, assist:,
in the establishment of new accounts, handles
telephone inquiries regarding utility accounts.
Must be eligible to be bonded. Excellent telephone
computer and customer assistant skills required.
Department:

Provides leadership to enhance'the quality of care provided
to hospital patients. Works with other members of the
healthcare team to assure that services provided to the
cornmunity
complement the Hospital's purpose, vision, and values.

Murray Municipal Utility

Salary and Benefits: Minimum Salary $9.15 per hour
depending on training. experience plus benefits
POSITION ADVERTISED IS FOR FULL TIME EMPLOYMENT

Requires Bachelor's Degree in Nursing with at least 5 years
experience as an acute care registered nurse. Prior
management or supervisory expenence is required.
Master's degree preferred.

City of Murray benefit package includes health insurance, life insurance, state retirement plan, wellness plan, sick, vacation and personal
days.
Job applications and full job descriptions for the above listed position
are available at the City Clerk's office located in City Hall at 104 N. 5th
Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071. If you have questions concerning this
position, please contact the Personnel Office at 270-762-0330 ext. 103.
Applications can be obtained on-line at www.murraykygov and then
mailed to 104 N. 5th Street, Murray, KY 42071.

Send Resume to:
Attn: Human Resources
Trigg County Hospital
P.O. Box 312
Cadiz, KY 42211

Deadline for accepting applications - 5:00 p.m. Wednesday, Jan. Ii.
2006.

Applications available online:
www.trigghospital.org

Drug screening will be required of successful applicant.
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Coordinator of the Center for Economic
Development 5/ Cultural Studies. Center tor
Economic
Development
8c Cultural
Studies/Kentucky World Trade Center-Murray
Office. Murray State University. Full-time position to begin January 2006. Qualifications:
Bachelor's degree required. Experience in or
demonstrated understanding of international
affairs. international business, economic development. global or cultural activities preferrei!
Responsibilities: The successful candidate will
handle administrative duties and coordinate economic development and cultural studies programming fiir the Center for Economic Development
and Cultural Studies and Kentucky World Tradc
Center office. In addition, responsibilities
include: work with campus organizations, departments, faculty and staff as directed to carry out
the mission of the office, assist with member
research and counseling projects taken on by the
Murray office, organize trade missions to foreign
countries front Murray, meet with interested
prospective member companies about KWTC
services as necessary, identify potential trade programs topics and manage organization of programs, provide trade services summary for
Murray office and create a quarterly report and
administer the trade research internship program.
Application Deadline: January 09. 2006. To
Apply: Submit letter of application, resume, and
contact information for three references to: Chair
of Search Committee, Coordinator, 106
Development Center, Murray State University.
Murray. KY 42071. Women and minorities an,
encouraged to apply. Murray State University ii
an equal education and employment opportunif,..
Al/F/D. AA employer

SALES MANAGER
IMMEDIATE OPENING
Murray Memorial Gardens (Murray. Ky) is
looking for an experienced sales manager with
pro‘en track record of hiring, training & developing in home direct salespersons. The right
candidate must also have the following skills.
• 5 yrs. + personal sales experience
• Strong personal selling skills
• Disciplined work ethic
We offer:
• Salary + Commissions
• Monthly Bonus Plan
• Full benefits available
• $751( income potential
If you would like to learn more about this
opportunity, call Damon Mcicho, VP of Sales
317-402-7277
A SABER COMPANY

The Senior Community Service Employment
Program contracted by West.Kentucky Allied
Services, Inc. is seeking individuals who are 55
years of age or older to receive paid training in
Calloway County. This program is considered
part time with a maximum of 20 hours per
week. Vacation, sick and holiday pay is included, To apply, please contact lama York or Jodi
Coleman at (270) 247-404.6 or 1-800-2942731.
This project is funded in pan under a contract
with the Purchase Area Development Distnct.
the Kentucky Department for Health Services
with funds from U.S. Department for Health
and Human Services.
WKAS is an Equal Opportunity Employer

Equal Opportunity Employer

HELP WANTED
Full positions as residential providers
available for community-based residential program for developmentally disabled adults. Our company offers various shifts but all openings are nights
and weekend shifts. We offer opportunity for advancement, excellent benefits
including paid training, 401k, medicaldental-vision insurance, paid holidays,
vacation and sick leave. Apply in person
at Community Alternatives of Kentucky
at 102 CAKY Drive, Benton, KY. 42025.
060
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Help Waled

it to Buy

SHINING
Stars
Daycare is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions: toddler teacher'
teacher.
preschool
afterschool
teacher
and
substitutes.
Experience desired. If
you are interested in
applying for any of
these positions, call
Equal
759-0010
Opportunity Employer

BABYSITTER needed
approximately 3-4 days
per week Must have
references 436-2619
CLEANING service
Experienced and references Call 753-0513
S Cleaning Service
753-3802
MIRACLES.
Detail
housecleaning
and
construction clean up
26 years experience.
References. If interested. please call
767-9428
NEED your home or
business cleaned" Call
Teresa 489-2957 or
227-8380
SEEKING babysitter
afternoon shift for 2
children in our home.
References required.
492-8455
SHINING
Stars
Daycare is accepting
enrollment applications
tor children ages 8
weeks to 12 years of
age Our hours of operation are 6AM-6PM If
you are interested in
applying, please call
759-0010
Cambers
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3656

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Cal
Larry at 753-3633
BUYING junk cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns,
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week
Mid,*
Fpr Sale
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
GRANDFATHER
Clocks custom made
by local craftsman
using local hardwoods,
walnut. cherry. or oak
270-761-3408
TWO 10" Rockford
Fosgate subwoofers
and one 640-watt
Profile California amp
for sale. Used, good
condition. $100 or best
offer 293-6824
WANTED: Responsible
totake on small
pa
monthly'reyments on
High Definition Big
Screen TV
1-800-398-3970
WHITE satin wedding
capped
wr
dress
sleeves. size 16. $200.
270-753-6909
Call
after 5PM

I A
Large Selection
USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square
753-1713

270-753-1916

160
Home Furnislehis
CAST iron clawtoot
lady slipper soaking
tub. 2 antique mantels.
mirrors, vanities. lighting, toilets. 753-4.487 or
435-4605 leave message

Ferguson
MASSEY
tractor. Less than 175
hours. See at Crouse
Motors. Call Bill
227-5418
Firewood
FIREWOOD $50 a nck
(270)527-8368
260
Roble Home Lob For Sale
COMPLETELY set up
112 acre. $11,500
753-6012
2-0
Robb Homes For Sete
2005 CLOSE OUTS
Singlewtdes
and
Doublewides - Buy
today
and
save
$1.000's WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 731-642-6438
11 Repos left Must be
moved by December
15th! Hurry 1/2 price
sale 731-584-4926
2BR
2BA
1993
Clayton Stove, dishwasher, micro. some
furniture, front steps,
and rear deck. Call
492-8192

tt tt it .III II r

(1 40

I.. I. ft III

3BR 2BA Unbelievable
$13,695) Hurry 1 only'
731-584-9430
AWESOME 28x80 4BR
3BA $39,900' Lot
model only Call now
731-584-9109
REDUCED
3BR
mobile home and lot,
$14,500. 753-6012
SINGLE AND DOUBLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
you need - New Used
and Repo's - Call today
at 731-642-6447.
TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
Bedrooms
and
2
Baths" Both priced in
the 550's Call
731-642-6438 today'
280
Roble Homes For Bob
LARGE
3BR,2BA
5295 753-6012
NICE 2BR
753-9866

No pets

lbabk Home Lots For Rib
LOTS for rent
753-9866
300
Business Recitals
1,000 sq ft office or
retail 1608 121 N
(Bypass) 753-5690

Going on
Vacation?
Don't Stop Your
Paper, We'll
Save it For You
Its Mat time of year, and
everybody wants to get
out of the house But
before you go just make
a simple phone call arid
ask for 'Vocation Pak'
That way you won''
miss a single thin,
Call

When you come bock
catch up on Garfield,
your city council, letters
to the editor, the
obituaries and editorials
We'll &shyer

your
'Vacation Pak'
when you return

270-753 1916
Department
and ask f

Circulation

"Vacation Pak."

ort
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Meet the Babies
of 2005!
Share your precious new
arrival by submitting
a photo ofyour
baby born in 2005.

ACTUAL SIZE OF SPACE

BARISVOF 290e FORW

ri KY

[1] GIRL

mud*
Nicholas Cole Canslcr

NAME OF CHILD

January 22, 2005
8 lbs. 9 07.• 20"
Nick & Slone Cansler

Date of Birth:

Send $10 payment, photo,
name of baby, date of birth,
weight & length, parents' names*
and self-addressed
stamped envelope to:
Murray Ledger & Times
Babies 2005
P.O. Box 1040 ,
Murray, KY 42071

Weight:
Length:
Name of
Parents:

Name:

Phone:
a

no other information will be listed

Apartments
1.505 Diuguicl Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. — 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
320
Apartrents For Rant

320

Aperterna For Reit

1 and 2 BR furnished
apts. Coleman RE
759-4118

3 or 4 BR duplex 1.650
sq ft 1 car garage, all
appliances, $740

I bedroom, I bath
2 bedroom, 2 bath
AN appliances furnished. NO PETS'
Venture Property Mtjt
767-9111

1BR, all appliances
$325
1 year lease no pets
753-4937 753-1951

1 BR, 1 year old, no
pets. $300
deposit(205)361-476.3
(334)419-6066
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200Mo
753-4109
1, 2,3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606
1,2. & 3BR apts. available. Please call
753-8221.
.1BR 1 bath washer &
dryer, $335.
•213R, 1 Bath apt, kt,
appliances, w/d, $425.
•1BR, 1 bath, with
Study, Wel, $350.
753-7559
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished.
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444,
1BR, all appliances,
Oaks Apts., starting at
$250. Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR, low utilities, no
lease required, $225
month, no pets
753-3949
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR, central gas heat,
central air $275 and
up some with new carpet Coleman RE
759-4118

3-4BR
apartment
above Bradley Book
Company. $400 month
2 people, $435 month3 people
Includes
water, sewage. trash
270-435-4602,
270-293-4602
611 Bailey Rd 2 bedbath
room. 1-1/2
Storage space, all
appliances, washer,
dryer, $450 month
Deposit 1 year lease
753-4108
CLEAN 1BR IBA,
w&d, stove, fridge.
dishwasher, $335
227-2397 435-4344
Extended stay Rooms
available, all furnished,
all utilities, water, electric, phone and cable
included Access to
pool & fitness room
$150
$400/month.
deposit. Singles for
$350 and up plus
deposit. Call for information
(270)753-8407
28R, all appliances.
$500/month.
Story
Ave (270)767-9948.
Available now.
NEWLY built 2BR 2BA
Close to university.
QUIET area. Water and
garbage pickup included Washer and dryer
$500 per month.
753-2225, 759-1509

MINI-STORAGE
'AO Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Con

753

111Fli

fertmente For Rent

FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St., now accepting
applications for: 1br
apt, basic rent 5330r
month.
2
BR
Townhouse, basic rent
$360.00. Call
753-1970
Leave Message
UVE Oak Apts.
Newry Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR S425.00
$100 depose special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221

NEAR university. Like
new large 28R,
low utilities, quiet. What
you've been looking
for. $420. deposit.
270-527-2284
NICE 2BR duplex
753-7457 or 436-6357
NICE large 1BR furnished ($385) or unfurnished ($335). All appliances including washer
and dryer. 759-5885,
293-7085
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD e1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
28R From $325
Call Today!
753-8558.
SMALL 1BR, no pets.
water paid. 753-5980
VERY roomy. 2br,
2 bath. garage C/I-1/A,
All appliances, 1 year
lease, 1 month deposit,
no pets 753-2905
WALK
TO
MSLP
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely covarea
picnic
ered
$275/mo unfurnished
5325/mo nicely furnished 762-0991 or
559-1164

NIL

Fa RIM

1BR, use of common
Utilities furareas
nished
Near MSU,
Coleman RE
753-9898

two-BR unds Excellerd
income-producer
$125,000
270-753-4109
270-227-1545

AJINOUNCEMENTS

MISCELLANEOUS

Mec.nanoc*An affordable and
Raged training kw high
beautiful
xxxxlickng
paying avielion career
chapel in the Smoky
FAA Predicts Severe
Mountains
Christian
shortage Firmament aid
Ceremony
pictures
d quality- Job pawnor*
video flowers music
amistance Call AIM
Formal wear
RANCH Style House & $165
883-349-5387
10.5 acres. 1 mile from rental also available
SW school, 3 bed- wee wedding- •Earn Degree online
rooms, 2 full baths, belisinthesrnolues corn from ham' lAtooscal.
'Business. 'Paralegal,
30x40 heated shop, 4 Cali 1-800-922-2052
stall horse barn, 22x40 •Fleach over 1 million 'Computers Job piliallassistance.
equipment
shed, readers with one call, ment
$224,900 Shown by Contact the classified Computer and Memel
appointment 753-9212, department of
this ad 10 quallM. (005)858
753-3992
newspaper or call KPS 2121 www.onkneticleSMALL horse farm
at 1-502-223-8821 for watertech.corn
Kirksey area
13 7 more information about
1110RTGAGES/14011A
acres 4/5 stall barn ptaarg a 25-word claSLOANS
with tack room Round soiled in 70 newspapers
pen 3 pastures 718 for only $225
.2006 funds tor Govi
acres hay 2003 28x80
Home Loans evadable
BUILDINGS
manufactured home 3
Jan 3rd Need 9 more
bedrooms 2 baths with *Buildings Direct, 25 applicants by tit 5/06.
rec room More into,
Years Order now for call toll free 800-710call 489-6279
spring delivery, and 1695 (Lexinglonlor visit
4t
save' Extensive range *iv** kygovernmentNoma For S.
of sizes and models loans corn EOL
Buie to last Priced to
OPEN House 1207 sell' Pioneer 1-800-6685422
Crestwood
Place
7,
Saturday, Jan
BUSINESS
11 .00-300
3
OPPORTUNITIES
Bedroom, 2-1,2 Bath,
Living Room, Dining 'America's
Hottest
Room. Family Room. Opportunity- Own your
Eat-in kitchen, fenced own
dollar
stores'
yard, screened porch, (news dollarstoreser2
car
garage
vices com)-- Discount
Maintenance free exte- Party
Stores
rior. $189,900 Call (www dpstores corn).
753-7301 for prior Teen Discount Zone
appointments.
iwww teendiscountzone corn)-Mailbox
Stores (www themailboxstores corn) From
$45,900
1-800-829TOBACCO land and 2915 or
1-800-518barn for rent 489-2116 3064

1

SPORTING/SPORTING GOODS
*CHERRY BLOSSOM
GOLF AND COUNTRY
Georgetown
CLUB
Golf Digest voted us
best places to play
2004' Join us for your
next
round outing
Special
Membership
available
502-5709$49i
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
*Automobile Transport
Owner
Operators
United Road Service is
seeking experienced
Hauling
Car
Professionals National
or Regional placement
Stable work environment huge earnings
hometune Class A CDL
and 1 year experience
required Call 800-2215127 ext 186

•Log Home Dealers
Wanted' Great earnings
2000 H-D 883 Custom, potential. excellent profexcellent
condition, its, protected temtory,
warranty
extras included. 5.254 lifetime
American
Mademiles, 492-8411
Honest value
Call
Daniel
Boone
Log
{11Rport WM Vehicles
Homes 1-888-443-4140 *Delta Trucking School
Accepting Trainees for
2002 Ford Explorer
BUSINESS
Werner, Swift
CR
XLS Great condition
SERVICES
England. others, 16 day
$7,500 OBO Must sell
'Local Internet Access COL' $0 down student
753-9260 293-3697
Serving all Kentucky financing Tuition reim98 Chevy Tahoe LT
Sat. Jan. 21st At 10:00
www.EKNS.net
Be bursement avail Job
Lark hod Estate - Jerry Ilia Estate Naar Naray, KY
Leather. $5,000
online in 5 mini No cred- placement asst. Mon.
FARM MACHINERY HIGHLIGHTS
436-2181 293-9204
it card needed Email Sun 1 -800-883-0171 x6
ACTS Case IN AtX270 SWUM
virus protection 1-877Case NI 7220 111FV/0
Case IN 7110
'Driver. Be Home every
796-0289
Case 530 UtUfty Ford 4630
- JO 4440
weekend! And. 1-2
JO 4430 - Ford 901
AC WD
times/ weeks. Earn up to
FINANCIAL
Very Nice Avaco New idea 802 Uni System, 2003 Escort ZX2 Red
delyeardr.!
.000tona1
CONIUNE one IN 2188 tank Ast, 434 Natery
auto, sunroof. CO •SSCASI-IS$ Immediate
Lae New 1141020 30' Platform & 2201 Cessiesed
flatbed
sharp, 23.000 miles cash for structured setCase IR 2166 w/Rr Ast • JO 7720 Vary Cigna
es Class A CDL and
$5.750 (270)527-3278 tlements annuities, law
JO 920 Platform
JO 643 Lo Pro Cornheed
6 months tractor,' trailer
Hyundai
PLUS A FULL LINE OF
2001
Sonata
surf, mortgage notes & experience required
PLANTING - TILLAGE - SUPPORT ECIIIIPMEMT
$6.250 753-2570
cash
flows
JG Wabash
Valley
Lots Of Tobacco Equipment
'96 Pontiac Bonneville. Wentworth It 1-800311x4.5 Greenhouse - Two Ag Ran Irrigation Systems
Transportation,
Inc
4-door,
173,xxx
miles
794-7310
Good Farm Trucks
8 00 - 2 4 6 - 6 30 5
'04 Chevy 2500 4x4 Pickup, 19,000 Mies!
needs engine $800
want, wirtookne corn
HEALTHCARE
Visit jamesrcash.corn
OBO. Call
For Pictures And More Details
(270) 247-3447 or
'Family
Healthcare •Dnver- Be home more
227-0998
wiprescription
plan, 2 nights in 7 days take
This Will Be An OPEN SALE
Far Fara lisdasery Caasipsemets Fe Ara rawest!
$69 95, mo National home more '52 750
II You Have Machinery To Sail,
coverage. No limita- sign on bonus Per
Vans
Consign To This Fine Auction!'
tions Includes Doctors. diem pay 'Orientation
Call 270-623-8466 For Information
dental. vision, hasp & pay 'Quarterly bonus
00 Mazda MPV White
GET
an int , all 4 windows more Everyone accept- Opportunities
BENEFITS .1st of
roll down, sunroof, ed' Call WCG 800-288month after 30 days
excellent
condition. 9214 ext 2332
Need CDL-A. 6 mos
;ARM. I\ 1- 270-623-8466
651< 270-753-7823
HELP WANTED
0TH JDC Logisitics
'The Selitnci Machine
iiIC
:I
877-687-5627 7 days/
*Courthouse
Data
week
Collector wanted for 20340
Covenant
county area Must type *Driver02 Chevy ext cab
Houses For Red
li
Cati Pitierkli Prop. For Rent
Fully loaded 81.000 50 WPM. possess com- Transport Excellent pay
benefits for experiputer skills ve Excel
$15,900 0130
2BR 1E3A. C/H/A, wd
707 South 12th Street
Will train $300 to $600+ enced drivers, 0/0
hookup on quiet stree
South Center 1 200 293-2269
1999 Ford extended weekly Fax resume Solos. teams & graduin Murray No pets
sq ft 710 sq ft
ate students Bonuses
cab
Loaded, great (502)225-9657
refer
Lease, deposit. &
753-1252 753-0606
available Refrigerated
condition
4.89-2357
ences
*Sales. Estate Planning'
COMMERCIAL or retail
1998 Ford F-150 XLT We provide qualified now available 8882BR, IBA in lake area
750 up to 3.000 sq tt
MORE-PAY (888-667truck $6,900 080 leads, complete product
Furnished or unfurC/GTH,
restrooms
3729)
759-4851.
Day
night
nished
No
pets
training
and
support
parking,
plenty
of
Owner
Lease. depose. & referS1800-52700 weekly "Driver,
excellent location near 759-9523
ences 489-2266 or luchaal building 404 N
income potential Prior Operators. Company
759-4218
sales experience a Average 51.30/ mile
4th St. complex
must wee* grovnvithuf- Home weekends, dur2BR house on 2 acres 759-3772
sc corn 800-860-8275 ing the week No forced
with barn. Taylor Store
VERY large warehouse
CARTER
dispatch
Plate proera #103
Rd. References_ No on approximately 3
gram Older trucks welELECTRIC
pets. $400 + depose, or acres Office space. 2
'Sales Representatives come Quick start Call
& l'hillip 1.
will sell $58,000
bathrooms, equipped
Change your life and Max at T&T, 1-800-511435-4226
with gas heat, air
759-4720
someone's 0082
improve
hookup, steel hoist
Kepair quality of life too' Enioy
beam, great lighting,
ItsumetuaI - Reed.
these perks 'A $2,000 •Onvers- Are you getextra large overhead
sign
on
bonus ting a pay you deserve/
doors, excellent loca- 436-5141 A-AFFORD- •Realistic 5800-51200 Roehl drivers are' VenA&F Warehousing
tion Call 753-2905 or
ABLE Hauling, Clean per week during training ue to 39c Flatbed- up
Near MSU $20-50
293-8595
Out garages, gutters. '2-3 pre-set appoint- to 41c plus tarp Sign.
753-7668
Rink & tree work.
ments per day Monday- on bonus Students welMURRAY Store and
Friday. 'Monthly Bonus come Class-A required
492-0688 ROOF
Lock presently has
Pots$Supplas
Program $500-$1200 EOE caN 7 days a week
REPAIRS. New
units available 753'Paid weekly. •Heatth 8 7 7 - 7 7 - 5 3 1 3
Roofs all types 29
DOG Obedience
2905 or 753-7536
benefits
package *env GoRoehr corn
years experience Call
Master Trainer
'Room
for
advanceCarters
436-2858
PREMIER
A to B Moving Local ment •Non-stop support
MINISTORAGE
Sernois °Owed
and long distance from a wortd-renowned
*Inside climate control
moves Call Bnan at 30-year old company
storage
Cali Mt Moms 1-800CONCRETE finishing
270-705-4156
8 registered Belted
'Security alarmed
472-1432
ext 219
Driveways sidewalks
A-1 Affordable Gutter
Galloways
(Oreo
*Safe & clean
Craltmatic Adiustable etc 752-0500
COWS) One bull. 3 Cleaning Cleaning out Beds
'We sell boxes'
759-3229
sheds Junk clean up
cows. 4 calves Want to
•We rent U-Hauls
436-2867
Call
go back to farm
753-9600
753-8848 before 9PM
A-1 Joe Lamb's Tree
Complete
Service
removal, trimming. etc
13 years experience
436-2867
PARIS TN Best lace
1-285 acres Owne
A-1 Stump Removal
tion, court square, wes
financing
available
437-3044
side 2 story, 2.500 (270)489-2116 leave
floor
sq ft
per
message
BACKHOE
(270)489-2116 leave
TRUCKING
message
1BR duplex excellent
ROY NAL.
investment opportunity
Septic system grave
The Place to
can be residential or
white rock
commercial Available
436-2113
Start
Murray
Grey's
Call
today'
Dow work & Track
Ledger & Times
Properties 293-8462
hoe
11
,
dotorcycles
13
& ATVs

Publication Date: 1/16/06
Deadline to submit photo and information: 1/10/06
For more information, call
Jill Stephens or Julie Brown at 753-1916
Calloway Garden/Essex Downs

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

TWO story bnck apartmere budding with 5

ADVANCE NOTICE

1111111

JAMES R. CASH
:;:,.:,

IC

111221

•Ortvors- Bang Home
More Money

in 06-

Increase your Per Dewed
As a rimer you recur•
lot of expense while
you re on the road- and
the IRS allows you ID be
reimbursed for even,
night spent sway from
home We coved the
per diem aitowence 10 a
simple
sent-perrate and you admit*
make more money by

pawl& lees on tamps,
The par ckam calm
also roams I mow 10
hle your taxes_ ernplify
your
record-keeping
and put the money
where rt belongs- in
your pockets Over 55%
of our eligible drivers
are taking advantage of
this option, and so can
you call J13 Hunt to
learn more and earn
more! We have the
rniies and well give you
the money- plus a per
diem option to stretch if
further' 1-800-723-0771
EOE Sub to (Ss 3 rt'XiS
class-A asp req
*Drivers- Check out the
Changes' No experience' No problem' COI
Training
available
100'. tuition reimbursement Top trainee pay'
1 8 00 - 2 3 1 - 5 2 09
w-ww SwittTruclungJobS
corn
•Drrvers Find a NEW
Dedicated Job for the
NEW
Year
at
www HotODJ corn
Spend more time at
home in 2006' Search
lobs and enter online to
win a POLARIS ATV 8
Other prizes
Hear
about lobs and enter by
phone at 1-888-4238446
•Dnvers
Needed.
Louisville
and
Lexington. KY 10-12
hour shifts Regional
and teams choose your
load, FT
PT
&
Available (2yr recent
exp required) 866-2702
6
6
5
*YAM abdrivers corn
'Drivers- Semi- 0TH
Top pay for expenence,
benefits quality home
time plus reefer regional
and dedicated positions
for upper khdareSt
BUSKE
1-800-8792486 x286
*Drivers- Semi Owner
Operators, Earn up to
$1 41 per mile Free
base plates Permits
qual-com
No touch
freight' Drivers. Check
us out' 1-800-879-2486
x286
•Onve rs
Weekends
home start up to
44CPM Sign on bonus.
1st year S50000.Full
benefits Drive assigned
truck
home
0TH
Experience required
800-441-4271 rut KY100
•No experience No
Job/ No Problernw
CDL
TrainingJob
Placement $740-$940
wit No money down
Lodging meals. transportation Hiring in your
area today' 1-877-5543800
*There are no layoffs m
trucking Train in your
backyard CR England
is hiring in your area
Company sponsored
training available Cal
Today, 1-800-398-9908

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions
porches decks sun
MOTS vinyl siding
mobile home repair
sagging floors toms%
8 water damage Larry
Nirrirrio (2701753-9372
or (270)753-0353
ANDRUS Excavating

•Corttlead *epee
Inatallstion
'Custom dozer
backhoe sonic*
"Ponds
'Driveways
ensured
753-9503 978-0343

Free Pallets

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times

First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

CLASSIFIEDS

6B • I hursday, January 5, 2006

David's Cleaning
Services

LAM
LAWN SERVICE

"We Specialize in Cleaning'

Leaf mulching &
removal, shrub &
tree trimming
Call 753-1816
Of 2274J611

"Ninyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Honks
'Brick 'Alf External Ckaning
"Acid Cleaning Available
•),x,',
Rce Water 'Parking Lob & Ornewav
David Borders
(270) 527-7176 or (270) 293-0939

l'%141•1
I

•

I.

Mead
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs
additions decks, roofing floor covering.
landscaping siding
-FREE ESTIMATESCall (270)753-1499 or
1731 )247-5464
x.robertson wk net

CURTIf1001 CObEltriC
Over 30 years
experience
Sales & Installation

• 753-7728
DNJ HANDYMAN
Ne do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
293-5438

ELECTRICIAN
New Const./Remodeli
or trouble. Lic, and ins.
w/ 30 yrs. exp. Call
753-7091
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
'Interior & Exterior
•Custom spraying for
lawrv patio furniture
Louver doors shutters
•No lob too small
'Free estimates
753-8858

SIGN UP NOW
for 2006
Lawn Services.

SIMMONS'S Carpentry
& Handyman work
Free estimates Call
767-0958 and
270-519-8570
Calloway
Trash Service
IN LOWEST PRICE
•RELIABLE
MI RATES AS LOW AS
$15.4.40
761-3740 293-4045
WE connect electric
service
to
mobile
homes. Carter Electnc
759-4720

mix
puppies
11/17/05.
(270)527-7199

492-8192

born

RAT Terrier. 753-2570

Available Animals

Photos Provided

are two animals available at the Calloway
County Animal Shelter, which includes (at left) an
adult male Lab-Border Collie mix named Buster, and
an adult female Chocolate Lab named Rita. For additional information, animalshelteremurray-ky.net.
These

Loans offered via
USDA for socially
disadvantaged
Farm Service Agency reserves

a thir party, i.e, bank)are set by
the lender.

are 5
percent for operating lonas and
cants to buy and operate family- 5.25 percent for farm ownership
• sire fanns.
loans. Emergency loans are 3.75
A socially disadvantaged
percent.
farmer is one of a group whose
Applications for all FSA
members have been subjected to direct loan programs are made
racial, ethnic, or gender preju- through the local FSA County
dice because of their identity as office. Guaranteed loan applimembers of the group without cations are made with the lender.
regard to their individual qualiFor information on participating
ties. For the purposes of this lenders, contact the local FSA
program, socially disadvantaged
County office,
groups 11
been defined as
The U.S. Department of
women. African Americans, Agriculture (USDA) prohibits
American Indians, and Alaskan
discrimination in all its proNatives, Hispanics, and Asians, grams and activities on the basis
and Pacific Islanders.
of race, color, national origin,
The types of loans include age, disability, and where applioperating loans and farm owner- cable, sex, marital status, familship loans.
ial status, parental status, reliOperating loans may be used
gion, sexual orientation, genetic
for various short and intermedi- information, political beliefs,
ate type credit needs, such as the
reprisal. orbecause all or pail of
purchase of livestock and equipan individual's income is
ment and annual operating
derived from any public assisexpenses. Farm ownership loans tance program.
Not all prohibited bases apply
may be used for the purchase
and/or improvement of farmland
to all programs.) Persons with
funds each year to make loans to

Current interest rates

socially disadvantaged appli-

disabilities who require alterna-

and buildings. •

Individuals, partnerships,
joint operations, corporations.
and cooperatives primarily

and

tive means for communication
or program information (Braille,
large

print, audiotape„

etc.)

directly engaged in fanning on

should contact USDA's TAR-

family-sire

GET Center at (202) 720-2600

apply.

A

operations

may

family-size operation

is considered to be one that a

(voice and

FRIDAYMORNING
A 8C 0
for

You are full of cheer and happiness this year, though often your
mood might not coincide with
others'. Be more sensitive to
those in your immediate circle
especially to your family and
those in your home environment. You will make an investment involving real estate or
your own home. Do be careful,
as you might be too willing to
spend. If you are single, you
might be a it shy when meeting
new people. Honor those feelings, because that trait will be
pan of your desirability. If you
are attached, share your vulnerabilities more often. Debate and
brainstorm. Both of you should
have different feelings. ARIES
could be demanding.

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so:
1 -Difficult

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** You area pistol when left
alone. Use your energy to create
more of what you want. Pressure
builds with a boss or someone
you need to answer to. Your
BORDER Collie/ Lab imagination takes you in new

Affordable pricing.

LEXINGTON. Ky. — USDA

TV Listings Friday, January 6, 2006

Horoscope
ov iscipeline sleet
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
Friday, Jan. 6, 2006:

TDD).

To tile

a

complaint

of

family can operate and manage

Discrimination, write to USDA,

itself.

Director, Office of Civil Rights,

directions; let it. Tonight: Find
your friends.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
** Proceed with a plan, but be
willing to stay behind the scenes.
You'll make a big difference if
you are willing to try something
different or walk a new path. A
low profile works. Tonight: Get
some extra R and R.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Your friends help you hit
a home run. You'll gain when
dealing with groups as opposed
to individuals. Keep your total
vision in mind when taking
action. As a result, you'll stay
ahead of possible problems. Not
everyone has your perspective.
Tonight: Follow the crowds.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Others could be a
source of tension, no matter
what you do or which way you
head. Know when to toss your
hands in the air. You might need
to set a precedent and stay
ahead of the game. You cannot
get into trivial matters. Tonight:
Accept your role in the limelight.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Fatigue could play into
your decisions and plans. You
might want to lighten your load
somehow. Avoid heavy physical
effort and use your mind when
you can. Others inspire you to a
new level. Listen well, Tonight:
Take off ASAP.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** What might seem to be fun
and easy ultimately could cause
problems in a stable situation.
Know when to back off and do

something totally different. What
you might feel is an unpredictable approach to your life
could work. Tonight: Talk to your
pal.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-061. 22)
**** Defer to others. You get
feedback from those around you
that helps you make a decision.
Still, you might be held back by a
practical concern. Though you

employer.

.4 - C'HARTE/t. B- NU 11.1tAl H.LCTK1C,e'- MEDIA C(Mel, V- GALAXY

, .30

7 00

(500)ties

'JO
8.00
Good Morning Americo X

MAK 3 3 3

News

Good Morning America X

W11114111C 4 4

hews

Toy On %milli

4111301411C 2 2

: 30

9:00

9:30

10.30

10.00

11.3e

Regis and May

The View (N) X

NW.II

Tony Dirsza

The View(N)I

Mika I

Tony Dem

Use Show

W1VF-C131 5 5
News I
1111504111C 6 6 6 6 Newel

The Ewly Show 1. Mantel 111111wes g The Price is Right News X Y & R
NewsI
Today (In Stereo)I
Mileis I

W1194411C 7 7

Good Morning America I

News X

7 Good Morning

WIWT.PBS 11 I

Rogers Caillou

121M-Fat

9 9 2 3 Paid
VICI1Y4UP11 10 17 11 30 Paid

Paid

Paid
KFVS4116 12 12 12 12 &widest Show
WGN
16 311 9 10 Van
Belies*ISP

17 63 26

TRAM

Mn'
TNT

TWelub Sesame Streik X Booh-

Trott

Sherlock Hatcliett Hitched Judge lefties X

Couch

illig

Bresidast Show

Nanny flied Alit. Steeling Over A
Regis mid Katy

Hap

Jailers

Eye Eye Eye Eye

The Price le Rigid Young-Restless
Matlock In Siereor Magnum,Pi A

Hip

Mb&

HEMS-

Todey

lieges

Lile Tod Menne Iteeyer

Toni

Hickey

TBA

Barney Sesame Saes(

Lions

Teletub Rogers Reeding

PlO

Peed

Briley. fliring

Girl-

PIAIII Cosby

SporteCenter X

SportsCenter X

Rockford Ries

SportsCenter X

25 30 25 (500)'e and Wks Into. Morning (Live,
26 4627 24(50))MTV Video Wake-Up In Stereo UTV Hits

Trivia

Cold Pizza In Stereo Lwel X

Cribs

USA
AMC

34 54 29

ME

35 35 44 77 Laura Bulb (14)II Rglit Uhs a OMNI Jedelon Wen
X 53 36 2 Kong
Spider Rangers Rapers The 700 Club X
37 22 24 1 Oddper- Dodger- Sponge Sponge Dore
Go

SwatNein
Blues.

Back-

Guilts

Duval

Room

Room

Paid

Stooges Stooges klacGyver I_

IVIES

43 36 18
Rebecca Crafters Room
44 33 30 23 Paid
Paid
Paid
52 26 21 13 Saved- Saved- Saved-

Saved-

Dawson's Creek A *wit *** "SetII0II"(1996. Drama)

TOON

6532 50

Titans

Ed, Edd Coden- Grim

Paid

Open Court

LIFE

Alf
NICK
HGTY
SPIKE

Cosby

Cribs

Judging Amy X
Whet Not to Weer
Unsolved Myst
Coach

*Se "A Bridge Too Fer(WM

(5:30) holds U

Duvall

Living

lamengstion

lOIncr.Girls A

Full Hee. NS(lee.

Lazy-

Max

Dore

Dora

country Design- Cientir

House

Deep Space9

Police Videos

Becker

Becker

66 61

Paid

67 39

ClifTV

70 34 .

(5:00) BET Morning Insult:atm
(500: CMT Music

HBO

5 71 51

gale Neked Gun 2iStar Tree VI: The tkaiscovered County lea Ihe Cowr GM Mulers" 'Movie: "A Cry n theOWN

MAX
SNOW

715 72 54
110 73 52

Saila "The Wrining Team" "Dodging A True Underdcg Story"'NA Movie "..keiteKhe'11998)X Counterfeit

DISN

78 31 57

Ersiblimin-L47a MR
Break- Thinly I Em-

FLIX

115

Sine

HBO2

452

Mollit8Legged • law*"Some Knd of Wondeifte(1161)Iliovir Int* 'The Akrthel l2003)'R'I **a 'PO to Woe

Trial Heat

Wayaris 1Wayans Jamie F Jamie F. 1066 Part: Top 10 Live

BET

Dukes ol Hazzard Dukes of Hazzard

Wyk: veer 0rers-12003) Movie: C': "Searded"(2001) NR'I

Ake on Tram

JoJo

Charlie

Dood-

jCharlie

Wiggles 1Koaia

Rohe

Dood-

Ein-

Mout lesof be Fieid-11 Movie:** lone*/McOuade°(1983) WAS:"Lake Cigars'(1973) M-

.4- CHARTER. B- VIERRAV ELECTRIC. u. A1EOTACOM.9. C %IAA)

FRIDAY AFTERNOON

12:00 I 12:30
1:00 I 1:30 , 2:00 I 2:30
3:00 I 3:30 , 4:00 I 4:30
WKRN-ABC All My Children X One Life to Live General Hospital Judge J. Judge J. News
News
1WSIL-MC All My Children A One Life to Live Genera Hospital Tyve Banks Show Mantel Williams
VISINABC News 1News Passions X
Days of our Lives Dr. Phil fin Stereo) Oprah Winfrey A
*1W-CBS V 8 R

Talk of the Town 1Bold
YIPSD-NBC Days of our Lives Passions I
W134J-ADC All My Children X One Life to Live

Guiding LightI As World Turns

I 5:00

5:30

News

ABC

Fortune

News X Enter-

WI

News

News

Cs
Sc

NBC

News I

Million- News X NBC

General Hospital Dr. Phil (In Stereo) Cprah Winfrey I News

NewsI Fortune

-ABC

News

Paid

Copia Maury(Nil

Fear Factor I

70s

Malcolm King Hill Sing-

W0TY-UPti Enter-

News A House

Per-

Anima Starting Over X,

Enter- 1 Yes

Yes

Ray-

KFISCBS News1 Bold

Dragon CIWord Maya

As World Turns

Guiding Light X

WON

News (in Stereo':

Magnum PI I

Da Vinci's Inquest Cosby

INSP

Lite Tod Your

Fellow- Inspire. Inspire- Mass

SIAM Math

Pre GED News

WDKA-1411 My Wife Drew
ESPN

TBA
!NFL

Bed

Cosby

Feud

1st 1(10 NFL

ESPN2 (1110)Cold Pizza Timber . Timber Tirribersport

Arthur

Zoom!. News-Lehrer
Holly-

Oprah Winfrey u News X News
Mossha Moesha Home

Discov- Steelroots

Cyber. Maya

Zoom X Post-

Jerry Springer X Feud

NFL's Greatest Game A

Ellen Show

Post-

Home

Home Videos
Mis-

Buse-

Cerullo

News-Lehrer

ER In Stereo)I 8 Rules 8 Rubes My Wife Bernie

Home

Sport

PGA Golf:Lve)l

Series-Poker

Inter-

Series-Poker

SportsCenter X

Griffith

Quite Frankly

Holly-

'NBA

+fry

ow-

TNT

Judging Amy X

Law & Order X

Law & Order X

TLC

Younger Baby

Baby

Clean Sweep X

LIFE

Unsolved Myst

Vont -Seam innocenc012005)X

Design- -riesign. Nanny

Golden Golden ** TowerLeseri

USA

Movie Brady Bunch

AMC

Moyle: A Bridge Too Far'PO Movie:its 17iii OilRed One"(1900)*PG'

Movie: ir irir't 'DOM on the Fourth ol..W(1949)ft

AtiE

Fetal Fathers X

Scott Peterson

Murder-Tracks

Mystery of 1-45

Road Warriors

Street Racing

FAM

Family

Family

Boy

FugHse FullHas Ground-Ground- Gilmore Girls X

7Ih Heaven X

Smallville ' Rush'

Lazy-

Rugrats Robot

Nick-

Steen X Sponge Drake

Drake

Phan-

Sponge Cats-

De-

Reno-

Week-

Curt

Choi-

Chat-

Next
Baby

Next

Made In Stereo)

TM X

Next

My Own Room

True Life

Alias (In Stereo( IC Charmed X

Chinned X

Law 11 Order X

Trading Spaces :While You Out

Martha I

What Not to Wear

Nanny

Movie: "A Very Brady Sequa'(t986) Illovie:'How In Lows Guy rn IC Days"l2(03)I Law & Order:SW)

Boy

Deadly Secrets

NICK

Go

HGTV

Decorat- Serial-

mission Design Design Design- House

SPIKE

Deep Space9

Star Trek Gen.

miTIIS

Cosby

Cosby

Hervey Harvey Drew

TOON

Grim

Grim

Grim

Foster

Nick-

Nick-

Star Trek Gen.
Foster

Clever

Land-

House

Star Trek Gen.

Maximum Exp.

Police Videos

Drew

Yes

Yes

Home

Home

Seinfeld Seinteid Ray-

Ray-

Foster

Titans

One

Yu Gi

Lyoko

Coden. Ed, Edd Foster

Grim

CSI: Crime Son

COURT Both Sides

Nancy Grace: Closing Arguments

Catherine Crier

Holly-

The Road Show

106 A Park: Top 10 Live

BET

Hogan

Hogan

BET

BET Now

Student Center

CifTV

Or Music

Top 20 Countdown

Rap City-Bass.

HBO

lova

IHogan

lesstrm- Cops X Cops X
Hogan

Hogan

'GO With a Pearl Earring"It Movie: **'-r "'douse Hunt"(1997)'PG' licorir. **1
/
2'Days of Thunder"(1990) Inside the NFL a_

Movie

The Renee al the Muskefeers Movie: ** "Boolmen"(2003) Movie:** -Class Act"(1992)'PG-13-

Movie: "Collateral"(2004)W

might like to risk, something

Ike*,

Movie: lb Nod((1988)1 Movie: is "Me Bg Empty" Englishman Who Went UpaHtit

Movie: 'Uptown Girls"(2003)

holds you back. Tonight: Listen
to the other side.
SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** What you say or even

DISN

Higgly

JoJo

FOX

Movie: Airce Resta/raw

141302

(II DO 1 Movie: "Pat io War Troy

think might not conform to.what
you are hearing. Opt for practi-

cal, real facts rather than intellectualizing. You'll come out on
top if you work on the physical,
material level. Tonight: Make it
early.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec
21)
***** Your creativity points to
success and/or a new outlet. You
might go overboard in making a
dream a reality. Curb any wildness OF risking; it can only backfire. Emotions run high when
dealing with a potential or actual
loved one. Tonight: Think before
you leap.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Calm down before you
cause a problem by being stubborn and bullheaded. You need
to invest in a security-related
matter. Money could dribble
through your fingers if you are
not careful. Tonight: Anchor in.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your imagination lights
your conversations and adds to
others' ability to relate. You have
a great time wherever you are.
Investigate news that you feel
could be a bit off. You might need
to do this search to convince
yourself. Tonight: Out with
favorite people, favorite places.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Friends might have a
personal agenda when they
make Suggestions. When dealing with someone you need to
answer to. you are nearly intuitive, if nothing else. Let others
understand what you normally
keep to yourself. Tonight: Don't
go overboard.

Mouse

Liio

Suite

Suite

Suite

Kim

iRaven i Sister

Mont "high Road bChine"(1963)

Phil

ISuite

Raven

Movie: likes oI the Fier aL

Movie: "Around the Beier K kW*:"Face of a Stranger" Movie: ii'-, "The impostors'(1994)11

%

FRIDAY EVENING
7:00 I 7:30
WKRN-ABC Dancing Faith

1Suite

nova:irri litre(19921'PG-131

CHARTER. B. NH RR .55 F,I.E.C• - RIC. C- 511- 1)1 5(051. li. had.%Al

VIS1L-ABC Dancing Faith

9:00 I 9:30 I 10:00 10:30 11:00 I 11:30 I 12:00 I 12:30
News
20/201
Sex &
Friends 1 Nightline Jimmy Kimmel Live
iNewsI Nightline Seinield (Seirifeld 'Jimmy Kimmel Live
In Justice 'Pilot" I 201201

WSIEV-NBC Miracles It

The Book of Daniel MIA

8:00 I 8:30
In Justice 'Pilot ' A

News

Tonight Show

Late Night

Ti=ast Call

WT/F-CBS Ghost Whisperer X Close to Home IN) X NUMB3RS IN)34
WPSD-NBC Moments Moments The Book of Daniel(N)X

NewsI Late Show
News X Tonight Show

WEI8J-ABC Dancing

News

Nightline IJimmy Kimmel Live Seirdeld

News

Served

Faith

WNPT-PBS Hidden Turkey X
KBSI-Fox

Bernie

In Justice Not' X

201201

Walking the Bible X Wash Wit NOW X

Malcolm Trading Spouses

70s Show Malcolm Sinop-

W01'il-UPN YAW Friday Night SmacicDown! In Stereo) News

Friends

Credit

Ilate Late Show

Late Night

Soundstage X

Frasier X King

Oprah Winfrey X

Holly-

Lest Call
Seinleed

Wash Wk NOW X

Becker X Bernie

Let's Go

Blind

Chalets

Blind

KFVS-CBS Ghost Whisperer X Close to Home INI X NUIIB3RS N)X

News X

Late Show

WON

Ileac *eh "Fast Book"(1979,Cooke* ' WON News at Nine

Sex I

Becker A Home Videos

De Vincia InquestI

INSP

Britthrgh Sekuiow Today

Your Day Possess Follow-

Jewels

Skip

Tomor•

Frontiers T. Smiley News

Ky Life

Speaking Wash-

Rose-

Sex &

WKMU-PBS Comment Group

llie Tod

Wash Wit NOW X

WDKA-WB Beauty and the Geek Beauty and the Gesk Judge J. Judge J. RoseESPN

Late Late Show
Feed
Will

Friends
Cross

Charlie Rose (1,) A
Paid

Paid

PGA Golf Mercedes Championshps - Second Round.

NBA Basketball: Miami Heat at Phoenix Suns A

SportsCenter (Live)

SportaCenter(Live)I

NFL Live Outside

14FL

Holly-

Chal-

Room

Room

Room

ESPN2

NBA Basketbd: Tertiary/on/es at Spurs

PITY

ET

TNT

*vim its 'Remember the Titans"(2000, Diana)I

TLC

Whet Not to Wear 4 :Whet Not to Wear Ia :Ice Diaries 11)0

Barkers

ChM-

Chat-

Chat-

Illy Own

My Own

Room

Mont **a Wententer die reans"(2000,Drama)A

USA

Sent SIM libell
What Not to Weer a What Not to Wear A los Diaries
t-'
/Will
Movie: Forow LOVe liknis: "The Test of Low"(1999, Drains)I Will
,Clean
Golden Ninny
Strong
Law Order: Cl
Law & Order: SVU 1Monk tt
House Pilot' a
iLaw & Order:SVU
Monk x

AAIC

noir inii "NsloweenT978) Mont at "Friday the IWOW)W X

AliE

Biography: Lee

FAM

Mode:*eh Arnie"(1902, Musical) Abed Riney,Moen Wm.
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